
Health (Drinking Water) Amendment Bill

Government Bill

Explanatory note

General policy statement

The policy of this Bill is to protect the health and safety of people

and communities by promoting the provision of adequate supplies of

safe and wholesome drinking water from drinking-water supplies.

The Bill will do this by-

• ensuring that all drinking-water suppliers (other than small
and very small drinking-water suppliers) and water carriers
introduce and implement public health risk management

plans:

• ensuring that drinking-water suppliers take all practicable
steps to comply with the drinking-water standards (a set of
standards and associated best practice guidelines that are cur-

rently being complied with on a voluntary basis by significant

sections of the drinking-water industry):

• requiring drinking-water assessors appointed by the Director-

General of Health to engage in compliance verification of
drinking-water suppliers and their supplies (in terms of the
Act drinking-water assessors will be accredited to internation-

ally accepted standards for inspection bodies to perform their
functions):

• providing for appropriate record-keeping by drinking-water
suppliers and testing laboratories and for the publication of

information contained on the Ministry of Health drinking-
water register (this record-keeping system for drinking-water
suppliers and laboratories, and the drinking-water register, is
already in place):
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• providing for the appropriate management of drinking water

ernergencies.

The timetable for compliance with the Bill is proposed to follow a
staggered process whereby only new drinking water suppliers would

have to comply from the date of commencement. The largest suppli-

ers (serving a population of over 10 000 for at least 60 days per year)
would need to comply 1 year after commencement. Medium drink-

ing water suppliers (serving 5 001-10 000 people) would have 2
years to comply. Minor suppliers (501-5 000) would have 3 years,

small (101-500) would have 4 years and very small (25-100) would

have 5 years.

Why drinking water legislation is necessary

The present legislative framework is contained in several statutes,

primarily as follows:

Where the building obtains water from a networked supply (or a

water carrier)

Resource Management
Act 199 1

Covers all matters relat-

ing to the source of
water, ie, from below

ground sources or from
surface water sources

such as land, rivers,

lakes, etc, and manage-
ment of those sources.

Health Act 1956

Covers procure-

ment, storage and

treatment (if appli-

cable) followed by

transport to the
consumers.

Building Act
2004

Covers water in

those pipes and
tanks that form

part of the build-

ing up to point of
use.

Where the building obtains water from its own water

source/supply, eg, roof supply

Resource Management Act 199 j

Covers all matters relating to the
source of the water, ie, from below

ground sources or from surface
water sources such as land, rivers,

lakes, etc, and management of those
sources.

Building Act 2004

Covers procurement, stor-

age (including roof-fed

tank), treatment (if applica-

ble) up to a point of use.
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In the 21st century governments throughout the world are being
faced with the need to improve their strategies for ensuring safe and
adequate drinking-water supplies. The latest decade of the 20th
century saw major waterborne disease outbreaks in the USA,
Canada, and UK from water supplies. New Zealand has been an
active participant in work at the World Health Organisation (WHO)
to develop strategies to deal with deficiencies of earlier approaches.

The work of WHO is reflected in New Zealand' s technical drinking-
water safety standards. However, the Government recognises that
this needs to be reflected in New Zealand statute law, which is

virtually unchanged from UK public health legislation of the 1870s
when water was untreated and sourced directly from unprotected
streams and wells.

The overall level of drinking-water safety in New Zealand can be
indicatively measured as follows:

Percentage of New Zealand population served by regis- 71%
tered reticulated drinking-water supplies known to com-
ply with the E coli criteria of the Drinking-water Stan-
dards. [These supplies are generally located in towns with
population in excess of 5,000. ]

Percentage of New Zealand population served by reticu- 16%

lated drinking-water supplies either not compliant or not

known to comply with If coli criteria of the Drinking-
water Standards. [These supplies are generally located in

towns with populations less than 5,000.]

Percentage of New Zealand population not served by reg- 13%
istered reticulated drinking-water supplies. tin most

instances these people are on a supply that is for a build-

ing that has its own source of drinking-water. ]
TOTAL 100 %

The benefits of this drinking-water legislation will be primarily for

the populations in the top category and the middle category as
above. Most of the population in the last of these categories have

drinking-water supplies that are under the jurisdiction of the Build-
ing Act 2004, rather than under this Bill.

Drinking-water legislation is necessary to further reduce the risk of
water-borne disease. This includes both current risk, and the risk in

the medium term, keeping in mind the issues of international com-
municable disease transmission as a result of-

• increased world trade and tourism; and
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• the possible impacts of global climate change.

Having a comprehensive regime for drinking-water suppliers is
expected to deliver the following benefits:
• a reduction in rural health inequalities and health inequalities

involving Maori (recognising of course these inequalities
have complex causes):

• a reduced risk of chemical contamination incidents:

• benefits for tourism, industry and trade arising from-
• an increase in food industry confidence in water used in

food processing:
• a reduced risk to our international trade and tourism

reputation; and

• a reduction in productivity lost due to illness and
absence from work-

• an improved capability for territorial authorities to carry out

periodic district-wide assessments of drinking water needs as

per the Local Government Act 2002; and

• an improved capability for the drinking-water industry to-

• proactively manage incidents that might (if not prop-

erly managed) result in adverse health outcomes; and

• be constructively involved with territorial authority

and emergency services, as required in terms of the

Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002.

Clause by clause analysis
Clause J relates to the Title of the Bill.

Clause 2 sets out when different clauses in the Bill will come into

force.

Clause 3 identifies the Health Act 1956 as the principal Act.

Part 1

Amendments to principal Act
Clause 4 amends section 23(f) of the principal Act by conferring a
reporting function in relation to drinking water on local authorities.

Clause 5 amends section 39(1)(a) of the principal Act by replacing
the requirement for a dwellinghouse to have an adequate and conve-
nient supply of wholesome water with a requirement to have an
adequate and convenient supply of potable water.
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Clause 6 amends the principal Act by repealing sections 60 to 63,
which generally deal with the pollution of water supplies. The mat-

ters covered by those sections are now dealt with in new Part 2A

(inserted by clause 4). Sections 60 to 63 will not be repealed until the

5 year transition period for application of new Part 2A has expired.

Clause 7 amends the principal Act by inserting a new Part 2A

relating to drinking water.

New section 69A( 1) provides that the purpose of new Part 2A is to

protect the health and safety of people and communities by promot-

ing safe and wholesome drinking water. New section 69A(2) outlines

the main ways in which the provisions in new Part 2A seek to

achieve that purpose.

New sections 69B to 69F deal with the staged application of certain

provisions of new Part 2 to existing drinking-water suppliers.

New section 69G sets out the definitions of terms used in new Part

2A. It includes definitions of adequate supply, adverse aesthetic

effect, bulk supplier, contamination, critical points, designated

officer, designated port or airport, determinand, domestic and

food preparation use, drinking water, drinking-water assessor,
drinking-water emergency declaration, drinking-water register,
drinking-water standards, drinking-water supplier, drinking-

water supply, large drinking-water supply, maximum accept-

able value, Medical Officer of Health, medium drinking-water

supply, minor drinking-water supply, networked supplier,

owner, point of supply, pollution, port, potable, public health

risk management plan, raw water, self-supplier, small drinking-

water supply, temporary drinking-water supplier, toby, very

small drinking-water supply, water carrier, and wholesome.

New section 69H sets out a new defi nition of all practicable steps.

New section 69I provides that (with certain exceptions relating to the

New Zealand Defence Force) new Part 2A binds the Crown.

Registration of drinking-water suppliers, and certain self-
suppliers

New section 69J provides for the Director-General to maintain a

register of networked suppliers, bulk suppliers, water carriers, desig-
nated ports and airports, and also those self-suppliers who elect to be

entered on the register, and also their supplies (the drinking-water
register).
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New section 69K obliges any person who intends to supply drinking
water from a drinking-water supply, or who is or intends to be a
water carrier, to apply to be registered on that register.

New section 69L requires persons registered as water carriers to
renew their registration at yearly intervals.

New section 69M provides that persons who are on the drinking-

water register must notify the Director-General of any changes that

must be made to the particulars on the register.

New section 69N requires the Director-General to remove a person' s

name from the drinking-water register at that person' s request if the
person is registered as a specified self-supplier or a water carrier and

the Director-General is satisfied the person is no longer a specified
self-supplier or water carrier.

New section 69N also allows the Director-General to remove the

name of a person registered as a water carrier from the drinking-

water register in the case of failure or inability to comply with the

requirements of new Part 2A.

Drinking-water standards

New section 690 provides that the Minister may issue, adopt,

amend, or revoke drinking-water standards and sets out the matters

that those standards may cover. Among other things, the standards

may include requirements as to the method of transporting water,
specifications as to drinking water composition, monitoring require-
ments for drinking water, test methods to be used, and remedial

actions to be taken if non-compliance is detected. Drinking-water

standards may also include non-binding guidelines for avoiding
adverse aesthetic effects in drinking water, which are defined as

adverse effects on the colour, clarity, smell, taste, or general appear-

ance of drinking water that make it unpleasant for an average person
to drink.

New sections 69P to 69R set out the details of how drinking-water
standards must be issued. Section 69P provides that the Minister

must carry out appropriate consultation before issuing, adopting, or

amending drinking-water standards. New section 690 provides that

drinking-water standards, and any amendments to them, must be

publicly notified and made available. New section 69R sets out when

drinking-water standards come into force.
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Duties of drinking-water suppliers and temporary drinking-
water suppliers

New section 69S imposes a duty on networked suppliers, bulk sup-
pliers, and water carriers to take all practicable steps to ensure that
an adequate supply of drinking water is provided to each point of
supply. An adequate supply is defined as either-

• the minimum amount of drinking water required by the occu-
pants of a property, on an ongoing basis, for their domestic

and food preparation use and sanitary needs; or
• i f regulations have been made prescribing what is an adequate

supply, the amount specified in, or calculated according tO,

those regulations.

There are certain exceptions to the duty.

New section 69T imposes duties on a drinking-water supplier that
considers that its ability to maintain an adequate supply of drinking
water is or may be at risk to notify the Medical Officer of Health, the
New Zealand Fire Service, and the relevant local authorities of the

risk, and to request 1 or more of those local authorities to exercise its

statutory powers to assist the drinking-water supplier.

New sections 69U to 69ZH impose duties on drinking-water suppli-

ers. (Because the definition of a drinking-water supplier does not

include a temporary drinking-water supplier or a self-supplier, these

duties do not apply to temporary drinking-water suppliers or self-

suppliers.) The duties are to do the following:
• contribute to the protection of the source of the drinking water

supplied (new section 69U):

• take all practicable steps to comply with the drinking-water

standards (apart from those that are guideline values for

avoiding adverse aesthetic effects) (new section 691/):
• take reasonable steps to supply wholesome drinking water

(which is drinking water that complies with guideline values

in the standards for avoiding adverse aesthetic effects) (new
section 69W):

• test new sources of drinking water before supplying drinking
water from those sources (new section 69)0:

• monitor the drinking water that they supply to determine

whether it complies with the drinking-water standards and to

detect and assess public health risks (new section 69Yr.

• prepare and implement a public health risk management plan

(this does not ordinarily apply to persons who supply water
from small or very small drinking-water supplies, but a power
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is given to Medical Officers of Health to require those persons
and temporary suppliers to also prepare and implement a
public health risk management plan) (new sections 697 to

69ZC):

• keep records sufficient to enable a drinking-water assessor to
determine compliance with the principal Act, the drinking-
water standards, and the supplier' s public health risk manage-
ment plan (new section 69ZD):

• investigate complaints about the drinking water supplied and,
if the complaint relates to the wholesomeness of the drinking

water, take reasonably practicable remedial action to improve
that wholesomeness (new section 69ZEY.

• take remedial action to correct the problem if a breach of the
drinking-water standards is detected (new section 69ZFY.

• provide access and reasonable assistance to drinking-water
assessors at all reasonable times (new section 69ZG):

• notify the appropriate territorial authority if connection of
additional residential properties to a drinking-water supply
may compromise the supplier' s ability to provide an adequate
supply to any property (new section 69ZM.

A number of duties are also imposed on drinking-water suppliers
who are water carriers under these provisions.

It is not an offence to fail to comply with the duties to provide

wholesome drinking water, or to take reasonably practicable steps to
improve the wholesomeness of the drinking water supplied. There-
fore, those duties will only be enforceable through civil proceedings.
It is an offence to contravene any of the other duties (new section

69ZZR). It is also not an offence for a drinking-water supplier to fail
to provide information to a territorial authority under new section

69ZH.

New section 697/ imposes a duty on temporary drinking-water sup-
pliers to advise the Medical Officer of Health of the sources of water
that they use.

New section 69ZJ gives a Medical Officer of Health the power to-
• impose reasonable monitoring requirements on a temporary

drinking-water supplier; and

• prohibit a temporary drinking-water supplier using a particu-
lar source.
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Drinking-water assessors and designated offcers

New sections 69ZK to 69ZX relate to drinking-water assessors and

designated officers.

New section 69ZK provides that the Director-General may appoint

1 or more persons or agencies to be drinking-water assessors, and

sets out certain details as to the basis on which those appointments
are made.

New section 69ZL sets out the functions of drinking-water assessors.

Essentially, their main functions are to-

• ascertain compliance by drinking-water suppliers with the

principal Act, their public health risk management plans, and
the drinking-water standards; and

• notify designated officers and the drinking-water supplier

concerned of any non-compliance; and

• provide information to the Ministry and the Director-General;
and

• approve, and certify the implementation of, the public health

risk management plans prepared by drinking-water suppliers;
and

• check that complaints are recorded and responded to

appropriately.

New section 69ZM provides that a drinking-water assessor is

accountable to the Director-General for the performance of the
assessor' s functions.

New section 69ZN sets out the functions of designated officers. The

main functions of designated officers are-

• to ensure that the provisions of new Part 2A are complied
with:

• to exercise, where appropriate, the new powers conferred by
new section 69ZO:

• to investigate the commission of offences under new Part 2A

and to bring proceedings in respect of these offences.

New section 69ZO enables designated officers to exercise certain

powers in circumstances involving a serious risk of harm to the

health or safety of people or a failure of a drinking-water supplier or

a drinking-water assessor to comply with the provisions of new Part

2A, the drinking-water standards, or a public health risk manage-
ment plan.

New section 69ZP sets out the powers of drinking-water assessors

and designated officers which may be exercised subject to certain
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conditions relating to prior approval and prior attempts to obtain
relevant information Gee new section 69ZR( 1 )). Those powers
include the power to-
• enter any land, building, vehicle, vessel, or rail wagon owned,

occupied, or used by a drinking-water supplier or any land

that is a catchment for a source of water used by a drinking-

water supplier, at any reasonable time (except if the land or
building is a defence area, see new section 69ZR(2)),- and

• inspect all records and documents that relate to compliance

and that are in the possession or control of a drinking-water

supplier; and
• require a drinking-water supplier to provide information and

answer questions relating to compliance; and

• require any other person to provide those sorts of records,

documents, or information if they are in that person' s posses-
sion or control; and

• conduct inspections, surveys, inquiries, tests, and measure-
ments in relation to raw water or drinking water and to direct a

drinking-water supplier to do so; and
• take samples of raw water or drinking water and of substances

or organisms that there is reasonable cause to suspect may be
contaminating or polluting that water; and

• take steps to verify the competence of persons, other than

recognised laboratories, who perform tests and analyses of
drinking water; and

• provide information to the Director-General.

New section 69ZQ sets out ancillary powers that may be exercised

when powers are exercised under new section 69ZG.

New section 69ZR sets out preconditions to the exercise of, and
restrictions on, the powers of drinking-water assessors and desig-
nated officers. In particular, it provides that those powers do not
override other enactments that restrict the availability of particular
information, and do not require any person to answer questions or
provide information that would tend to incriminate that person.

New sections 69ZS and 69ZT impose a requirement to obtain a
search warrant to enter a dwelling house in order to exercise any
power under new section 69ZP and set out requirements relating to
the execution of a search warrant of that kind.

New section 69ZU provides that drinking-water assessors and desig-
nated officers must produce identification when exercising powers
under the new Part 2A.
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New section 69ZV requires an inventory of all things seized under
new section 69ZP to be left with, or sent to, the occupier of the place
from which they were seized.

New section 69ZW provides for the Director-General to review

decisions of drinking-water assessors on request.

New section 69ZX provides that the Director-General must maintain

a register of agencies appointed as drinking-water assessors.

Recognised laboratories

New section 69ZY provides for the Minister to recognise laboratories

for the purposes of testing and analysing drinking water.

New section 69ZZ provides that compliance tests for the purposes of
the principal Act and the drinking-water standards must be carried
out by a recognised laboratory, unless it is not reasonably practica-
ble to do so and the Director-General has approved an alternative.

Emergency powers

New sections 69ZZA to 69ZZG deal with public health emergencies

relating to drinking water. The Minister may declare there to be a

drinking-water emergency if he or she believes, on reasonable

grounds, that there is a significant risk of harm to people arising in

any way from the drinking water supplied to them (new section

69ZZA).

Under new section 69ZZB, the maximum duration of a drinking-

water emergency is 28 days, unless regulations are made to extend

that period.

New section 69ZZC enables a drinking-water emergency to be

declared or continued even if an emergency is declared in relation to
the same circumstances under another enactment.

Under new section 69ZZD, designated officers are given special

powers during a public health emergency in relation to drinking

water. Those powers include the power to-

• take immediate action, or require any person to take immedi-

ate action, to prevent, remedy, or mitigate any public health
risk:

• require any drinking-water supplier to stop supplying drink-
ing water that is not potable:

• require an alternative drinking-water supply to be used:

1 1
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• require emergency work to be done to provide a drinking-

water supply and to recover the cost of that emergency work
from 1 or more drinking-water suppliers in the affected area:

• forbid the discharge of hazardous matter into a drinking water
source:

• require any place, building, or thing to be isolated, quaran-
tined, or disinfected:

• close any public place, or cancel any public event at a place,
that does not have an adequate supply of safe drinking water:

• require any person to leave, or not to enter, any place:

• require any person to stop any activity that may be contribut-

ing to the emergency:

• grant to any drinking-water supplier a conditional or uncondi-

tional exemption from the duty to comply with new Part 2A

or the drinking-water standards during the emergency.

New section 69ZZD(4) and (5) also enable a drinking-water supplier

to appeal against a designated officer' s decision to recover the costs
of emergency work from that drinking-water supplier.

New section 69ZZE provides that reasonable compensation is pay-

able for any property that is requisitioned or destroyed by a desig-

nated officer during a drinking-water emergency.

New section 69ZZF allows actions taken under those emergency

powers to be exempted from Part 3 of the Resource Management

Act 1991 for up to 28 days. After 28 days, if the Minister considers it

is necessary to continue the action, regulations may be made con-

tinuing that exemption for up to 2 years.

New section 69ZZG provides that if an exemption is granted, the
provisions of Part 3 of the Resource Management Act 1991 do not
apply to actions taken under new sections 69ZO or 69ZZD.

Compliance orders

New sections 69ZZH to 69ZZN set out a system under which Medi-

cal Officers of Health may issue compliance orders to drinking-

water suppliers or temporary drinking-water suppliers. New section
69ZZH provides that a compliance order may require a drinking-

water supplier to stop doing, or not to do, anything that contravenes

the principal Act or the drinking-water standards.

New section 69ZZI provides that a drinking-water supplier or tempo-
rary drinking-water supplier on whom a compliance order has been
served must comply with that order. Under new section
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69ZZR(2)(c), it is an offence to fail to comply with a compliance
order.

New section 69ZZJ describes the form and required content of com-
pliance orders.

New section 69ZZK gives a right of appeal to the District Court
against all or part of a compliance order.

New section 69ZZL provides that a drinking-water supplier or tem-
porary drinking-water supplier who appeals may also apply for a
stay of the compliance order pending a decision on that appeal.

New section 69ZZM sets out the process for a designated officer to
cancel a compliance order if he or she considers that it is no longer
required. It also allows any person who is directly affected by a

compliance order to apply in writing for that order to be changed or
cancelled.

New section 69ZZN gives a person directly affected by a compliance
order a right of appeal to the District Court against a decision made
in relation to an application for that compliance order to be changed
or cancelled.

Contamination of water supplies and sources

New sections 69ZZO and 69ZZP effectively replace existing sec-
tions 60 to 63 of the principal Act. Currently, those sections deal
with the pollution of water supplies. The new sections use the term
contamination as well as the term pollution. A definition of contam-
ination is contained in the interpretation section for new Part 2A

Gee new section 696). Under the existing section 60, the term
pollution is not defined; however, the section applies if the effect of
the pollution is to make the water dangerous to health, offensive, or
unfit for domestic use.

The types of water to which the provisions apply have also been
extended to include raw water that is a source for a drinking-water
supply. A definition of raw water is also added to the defined terms
for the purposes of new Part 2A Gee new section 69G).

Currently, section 60 provides that it is an offence, punishable by a
fine not exceeding $1,000, to directly, or indirectly, pollute a water
supply or a watercourse so as to make the water offensive or danger-
ous to health. New section 69ZZO makes it an offence to perform an
act likely to contaminate any raw water or watercourse or pollute

any drinking water. New section 69ZZO also differs from the
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existing section, in that it specifies that the offence is committed
whether the act that contaminates the water is performed intention-

ally or recklessly. The penalty for the offence is increased to a fine
not exceeding $200,000 or imprisonment for 2 years, or both.

A new section 69ZZP requires a local authority that receives a risk
notification from a Medical Officer of Health to warn users of self-

supplied building water supplies about any contamination of those
supplies.

Offences

New sections 69ZZQ to 69ZZX set out the offences under the princi-
pal Act and the applicable penalties.

New section 69ZZQ makes it an offence for a person to supply
drinking water through a drinking-water supply or to transport water
if that person is not registered as a drinking-water supplier or, as the
case may require, as a water carrier on the drinking-water register.

Under new section 69ZZR, there are 3 classes of offence against new
Part 2A. The offences listed in subsection (/) are the more serious
offences and, under new section 69ZZV( 1), are punishable by a

maximum fine of $200,000, and by a further fine not exceeding
$10,000 per day for continuing offences. These offences are-

• failure to protect the source of drinking water; and

• failure to take all practicable steps to comply with the drink-
ing-water standards (other than guidelines for avoiding
adverse aesthetic effects); and

• failure to monitor drinking water; and
• failure to implement a public health risk management plan;

and

• failure to take remedial action to correct a breach of the

drinking-waters standards; and
• failure to comply with the requirements of a designated

officer during a drinking-water emergency.

The offences listed in subsection (2) are less serious and, under new

section 69ZZV(2j, are punishable by a fine not exceeding $10,000,
and also by a further fine not exceeding $1,000 per day for continu-
ing offences. These offences are-
• failure to keep records; and

• failure to provide reasonable assistance to a drinking-water
assessor; and

• failure to comply with a compliance order.
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The offences listed in subsection (3) are the least serious and, under

new section 69ZZV(3), are punishable by a fine not exceeding
$5,000. These offences are-

• failure to apply for registration, or update details, on the

drinking-water register; and

• failure to provide an adequate supply of drinking water; and
• failure to test new water sources.

New section 69ZZS provides that there is no need to prove intention
in a prosecution for an offence under new sections 69ZZQ and
69ZZR, which are strict liability offences, but that it will be a good
defence if the defendant can prove lack of intent and that all practi-

cable steps were taken to prevent the commission of the offence.

New section 69ZZT creates a specific offence for making false or

misleading statements in, or destroying or altering, or failing to

provide, any document or information that is required to be provided
under the principal Act, and for tampering with samples or tests. An

offence against this section is punishable by a maximum fine of
$200,000 or imprisonment for up to 2 years, and also by a further
fine of $10,000 per day for continuing offences.

New section 69ZZU creates an exception to section 14 of the Sum-

mary Proceedings Act 1957 (which provides that an information
must be laid within 6 months from the time the matter arose). New
section 69ZZU provides that a person may lay an information within

3 years of the time when the matter that is the subject of the
information arose.

New section 69ZZV sets out the penalties that apply to offences
under new Part 2A.

New section 69ZZW provides for an additional penalty to be applied
if the Court is satisfied that an offence was committed in the course

of producing a commercial gain.

New section 69ZZX provides that a principal is liable for an offence
committed by that person' s agent, contractor, or employee unless the
principal did not know about the offence, took all practicable steps

to prevent it, and took all practicable steps to remedy the effects of
the offence. New section 69ZZX also provides that, if a body corpo-

rate is convicted of an offence against new Part 2A, the directors and

persons concerned in the management of that body corporate are

also guilty of that offence if they permitted the offence to take place.
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Miscellaneous

New section 697ZY is a regulation-making power that allows the

Governor-General to make regulations for various purposes.

New section 69ZZZ enables networked suppliers to install back-flow
prevention systems in the network on the side of the point of supply
for which the supplier is responsible for maintaining, in certain
circumstances (where the suppliers public health risk management
plan indicates a risk of problems from back-flow). The owner of the
land in respect of which the back-fiow prevention system operates
may be required to reimburse the supplier for the cost of installation,
testing, and maintenance of that system. The networked supplier is
also empowered to require property owners to repair or modify
back-flow prevention systems, whether installed by the supplier or
the owner.

New section 69ZZZA prescribes the details of how registers that are
required to be kept under new Part 2A must be kept.

New section 69ZZZB requires the Director-General to publish an
annual report on drinking water, and sets out what information must
be included in that report.

New section 69ZZZC allows the Director-General to publish state-
ments relating to drinking water emergencies or to the performance
of duties imposed under new Part 2A.

New section 69ZZZD gives immunity to certain persons who per-
form functions and duties, or exercise powers, under new Part 2A,

and provides that statements, notices, warnings, and declarations
made under that Part are protected by qualified privilege.

New section 69ZZZE clarifies the relationship between new Part 2A

and certain other enactments.

Clause 8 amends section 129 of the principal Act to align the
immunity provisions of that section with the immunity provisions in
new Part 2A.

Clause 9 inserts new sections 137A to 137H into the principal Act.
Those provisions deal with the treatment and status of material
incorporated by reference into the Act or into regulations made
under the Act, and related issues.

Clause 10 deems every person registered on the Ministry' s register

of drinking-water suppliers at the date of commencement of new
Part 2A to be registered on the drinking-water register for the pur-
poses of new section 69K.
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Clauses 11 and 12 contain similar provisions preserving the existing
registers of accredited drinking-water assessors and recognised
laboratories.

Clause 13 deems the existing drinking-water standards to have been
issued in accordance with new Part 2A, subject to certain
qualifications.

Part 2

Amendments to other enactments

Part 2 of the Bill sets out various related amendments to other Acts.

Amendments to Local Government Act 2002

Clauses /4 and 15 amend the Local Government Act 2002 by

making section 193 of that Act subject to new section 69M of the

Health Act and by repealing section 194 of that Act.

Amendment to Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987

Clause 16 amends section 44A of the Local Government Official

Information and Meetings Act 1987 by adding new matters to the
list of matters set out in that section that must be included in a land

information memorandum.

Consequential amendments and revocation

Clause 17 and the Schedule set out consequential amendments to
other enactments.

Clause 18 revokes the Water Supplies Protection Regulations 1961.

Regulatory impact and compliance cost statements

This explanatory note contains 2 Regulatory Impact Statements.
Together they identify the regulatory impact and business compli-
ance costs of the proposed Bill. The first was produced for the
November 2000 Cabinet paper which resulted in Cabinet approval to
"amend the Health Act 1956 to strengthen the legislative framework

for drinking water supplies" (CAB Min (00) 38/1 A(2)). This Regu-
latory Impact Statement did not contain a Business Compliance Cost
Statement as this was not a requirement until April 2001. The second
Regulatory Impact Statement was produced for the June 2005 Cabi-
net paper which resulted in a Cabinet decision to modify the original
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approval (CAB Min (05) 23/5B). It included a Business Compliance
Cost Statement.

Regulatory Impact Statement from November 2000
Cabinet approval (CAB(00)M 38/lA(2))

Statement of public policy objective

An adequate supply of safe drinking-water is fundamental to human
health. Amendments to the Health Act 1956 will strengthen provi-
sions relating to the delivery of safe drinking-water.

Statement of problem and need for action

It has been estimated that-

• there are 119,00 cases of infectious intestinal disease per year;
and

• that the total annual cost of these cases to New Zealand was

estimated to be $55.1 m ($462 per case).

While it is technically difficult to assess the proportion of these
caused by drinking-water supplies, it is known that the highest rates
of cryptosporidiosis occur in areas where water is ungraded or where
grading is unsatisfactory.

The Annual Review on the Microbiological Quality of Drinking-
Water in New Zealand 1998 covered supplies to an estimated 85%
of the population. Approximately 606,000 (19%) of people covered

by this survey were supplied with drinking-water that failed to
comply with faecal coliform criteria in the distribution zone.

Failure of the legislative control of water supplies may impact on
virtually the entire New Zealand population. Most at risk, however,
are the estimated 500,000 people served by private, mainly small,
rural supplies, where compliance with the Water Supplies Protection
Regulations 1961 is uncertain.

Statement of options for achieving the desired objective

Non-regulatory measures

Non-regulatory measures have been effective in improving the
quality of drinking-water in recent years with the majority of suppli-
ers to medium to large communities now accepting responsibility for
monitoring water, and with the frequency of monitoring increasing.
However, problems still exist with the smaller sized supplies.
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Regulatory measures

The Ministry of Health originally considered amendments to the
Water Supplies Protection Regulations 1961 to strengthen the legis-

lative framework. However, the proposed amendments take a more
flexible, risk-based, outcome focused and potentially cost efficient
approach, than the regulation-making powers of the Health Act 1956
can provide.

Consultation and legal advice on the policy proposals indicated that
the provisions would be more appropriately contained in primary
legislation, which is scrutinised by Parliament, given their potential
impact on drinking-water suppliers and communities. Another
major reason for recommending that the policy be contained in
primary legislation is that technical detail could be dealt with in the
system of proposed standards issued by the Minister (rather than
needing to be in regulations), and therefore a three-tier system was
sirnply unnecessary.

The revised legislation will strengthen existing provisions in the

Health Act 1956, introduce new drinking-water provisions, revoke
the Water Supplies Protection Regulations 1961, and give statutory
authority to existing non-regulatory instruments such as the
DWSNZ (Drinking-Water Standards for New Zealand).

Statement of net benefit of proposals

Health benefits are achieved by lowering the following risks:

• personal health care costs to the public:
• decreased quality of life due to disease to the public:
• in rare cases, death from disease.

Financial benefits are achieved by lowering the following risks:
• minimising the possibility of water treatment failure, which

could result in a major outbreak of disease:

• loss of productivity and earnings to the public due to illness

and absence from work (personal and Government impact):

• increased costs of averting behaviour (for example, buying

bottled drinking-water, home treatment units) to suppliers and

the public:

• increased market production costs to industry where water is

an input in activities (for example food processing):
• increased corrosiveness of water damaging water pipes,

meters, domestic fittings with implications to suppliers and
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the public for maintenance and replacement, and the risk of
ingesting lead and other heavy metals:

• eliminating the necessity for separate MAF export indus-
try/Health water quality management systems, thereby
increasing efficiency:

• potential damage to the value of New Zealand products inter-

nationally (for example, trade sanctions on food, loss of repu-
tation), and tourism from the association of a "clean/green"
image.

Other benefits will be achieved by lowering the following risks:
• unpleasant aesthetic qualities (off-taste, foul odour, and

murky appearance):

• loss of public confidence in an essential commodity.

The major costs of the proposals are to small to medium-sized
communities, public and privately operated. It is not possible to
identify the extent of these financial problems. They will vary from
community to community according to the various externalities and
internalities. For example, the per capita costs will be affected by
geography (water availability, nature of water source, geology and
lithology), community interest; dispersedness vs compactness, that

cannot easily be assessed by a central agency. Monitoring and
reporting on these supplies will help identify upgrade costs and
benefits.

Local Government New Zealand (LGNZ) assisted the Ministry by

undertaking a limited survey of local authorities to identify some of
the potential costs. This very rough estimate suggested costs
between $5Om and $20Om.

LGNZ propose that a working party made up of central and local
government officials be established. The Ministry of Health recom-

mends that a working group of central government officials and
representatives of drinking-water suppliers should be established
during the five-year lead-in period to monitor and evaluate the
impact on local communities of complying with the new legislation

and report back to Cabinet Social Policy and Health Committee on
those suppliers not complying with the new standards; the reasons
for their non-compliance; and actions taken to effect compliance.

Costs to the Ministry of Health are to be met out of the ongoing

drinking-water programme, except for the costs for training to meet
accreditation requirements that will be funded through existing
Public Health NDOC funding for drinking-water programmes.
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Summary of costs

Costs to the Ministry of Health

Costs of developing water stan-

dards. monitoring protocols and

performance specifications for
accreditation of assessors and

laboratories

Part of routine work programme

Costs of training designated
officers

Costs of approving/accrediting
assessors

Costs of approving/accrediting
laboratories

Costs of monitoring and evaluat-

ing the effectiveness of the new
regime

Costs of educating and informing

water suppliers about the new

regime
Costs of' ioint working group

2000/2001

DWSNZ 2000 already

published. reviewed
every 3-4 years

Part of ongoing work
programme

$30.000

$40.000-$80.000 pa for
the first two years

Part of routine work

programme

Part of routine work

programme

Part of routine work

programme

$10.000 p.a. for first
five years

As and when requiredCosts of projections

Costs to Public Health Services

Costs of accreditation of Met by Ministry
assessors

Costs of carrying out ver- $100,000 - $144.000 pa
ification

Costs of enforcement

Out years

$230,000 spread over
2001/2002 and

2002/2003

Part of routine work

programme

Part of routine work

programme

Part of routine work

programme

As and when required

Ongoing costs to be met

by PHS

$100,000 - $144,000 pa

Part of routine work pro- Part of routine work pro-

gramme gramme

Regulatory Impact and Business Compliance
Statement from June 2005 Cabinet decision to

modify the original approval (CAB min (05) 23/58)

Statement of the nature and magnitude of the problem and
the need for Government action

In November 2000 Cabinet agreed that a flexible, risk-management-

based legislative framework for drinking water should be introduced

that, among other things-

• require drinking-water suppliers to prepare and implement

public health risk management plans:
• make drinking-water suppliers responsible for the compliance

of their supply with the provisions of the Act:
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• require officers designated by the Director-General of Health
to act as assessors with those assessors to have their compe-
tence accredited to international standards:

• require record keeping and publication of information about
compliance:

• put duties on the general public not to contaminate drinking-
water supplies; and

• provide for exemptions from the provisions of the Act where
this best serves the interests of public health.

Cabinet also agreed that drinking-water suppliers will have between
two and five years to comply with the new requirements, with small
drinking-water suppliers being given a longer lead-in time than large
drinking-water suppliers.

Cabinet noted that the drinking-water Bill will not apply to the
public health aspects of water supplies already covered by other
legislation, such as the Resource Management Act 1991, the Health
and Safety in Employment Act 1992, and the Building Act 1991.
(CAB(00)M 38/lA(2) refers).

Since the decisions in 2000, it has become necessary to re-visit the
issue of exemptions, and to seek clarification affecting the practical
details of certain other decisions.

Exemptions

Cabinet agreed to the following exemptions to the proposed require-
ment that drinking water suppliers comply with the provisions of the
legislation (including requirements with the Drinking Water Stan-
dards for New Zealand)-

• there would be exemptions from meeting drinking water stan-
dards, where that best "serves the interest of public health";
and

• the Department of Conservation would be able to seek an
exemption to allow it not to comply with drinking water
legislation where its facilities are remote or visitor use is low

(e.g. during the off-season), so that compliance would be
impractical or have more costs than benefits.

It is not clear which suppliers might apply for an exemption in the
interest of public health, and under what circumstances and accord-
ing to what specific criteria such an exemption might be approved.
Apart from emergency situations (which are already catered for
elsewhere in the November 2000 Cabinet decision), provision of
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drinking water that either does not meet, or it is unknown whether or

not it meets, the Drinking Water Standards is unlikely ever to be in

the interest of public health.

The ability for the Department of Conservation to seek an exemption

under the Bill would be inappropriate as the facilities in question are

governed by the Building Act 2004, rather than the drinking water

legislation under the Bill, and the issue of Building Act exemptions

has been rejected by Government in the process of re-enacting what

is now the Building Act 2004.

A further issue is whether the Defence Force should be exempted

from meeting the Drinking Water Standards when it supplies tempo-

rary drinking water (piped or tankered) to troops in field operations
in both New Zealand and overseas, given the Defence Force is
bound to the international military code (QSTAG 25) for the quality
of temporary water supplied in field operations. The monitoring
requirement of the Drinking Water Standard is likely to be impracti-
cal given the nature of such operations. It would also need to learn
and maintain two temporary water supply monitoring processes (i.e.,
one under New Zealand' s drinking water legislation and the other
the military code) to ensure these remain interoperable with other
forces in international missions.

There is also a question how the exemptions sit alongside other
legislative requirements, namely-
• the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, as amended in 2003,

which requires drinking water supplied in trade to be fit for
purpose; and

• the Building Act 2004, which requires buildings to have
access to an adequate supply of potable water.

Definition of drinking water supplier

It is unclear whether drinking water tanker operators (those who
transport water in non-bottled form by road, rail, ship or air), and
ports and airports of international significance should be defined as
water suppliers under the drinking water framework, and, if so,
whether they should be treated in the same way as other water
suppliers under the framework, and in particular as network water
suppliers.
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Drinking water tanker operators

Thirteen percent of residents rely on their own supplies (for exam-
ple, roof collection systems) or on drinking water supplied by water
tankers. Own supplies are more prominent in rural and remote
communities, which tend to have poorer health status, poorer hous-
ing, poorer access to health services, and lower income than the
general population. Tankered water must comply with the Consumer
Guarantees Act 1993, but the health risk from tankered water is at

least as high as from water supplied by network water suppliers
because-

• many of the approximately 260 road tanker operators also use

the tankers for other lines of business (transporting other

liquids, and, in some cases, sewerage), which raises the poten-
tial for residue contamination:

• tanker operators can source their drinking water from any-
where, including sources of which the drinking water quality
is unknown. Contamination is not detected until someone

becomes ill and the water is diagnosed as the source.

A further issue is whether comparable requirements should apply to
water carriers as apply to network water suppliers (bearing in mind
the costs of meeting such standards, as well as the smaller popula-
tion coverage of water tankers but higher probability of
contamination).

Ports and airports of international significance

Ship operators and aircraft depend on access to safe drinking water
for their crews and passengers. Water supplies at ports and airports
with significant international traffic pose special risks, due to com-
plex water networks with significant standby storage, the ability at
some ports to pump sea water into their water networks for fire

fighting, and the large number of people that could be exposed (there
are about 2.3 million overseas visitors who come to New Zealand

each year). These risks exist even when a port sources its water from
a compliant network water supplier. Public health officers do inspect
the water supplies at significant airports, but drinking water risks are

not generally managed proactively.

In addition to New Zealand' s own public health objectives, New
Zealand is also bound to the WHO International Health Regulations
1969 which require ports and airports of international significance to
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manage cross-border health risks by making available "pure drink-
ing-water and wholesome food supplied from sources approved by
the health administration for public use and consumption on the
premises or on board ships or aircrafts".

The issue is whether ports and airports of international significance
should be treated as drinking water suppliers, and, if so, whether
they should be treated in the same way as network water supplies.

Safety of water supply inputs

The safety of drinking water is, among other things, dependent on-

• the competence of people working on the drinking-water

supply:
• the chemicals used to treat water; and

• the composition and quality of pipes and fittings of drinking-
water networks.

There are no recognised industry technical product and process
standards in these areas. While the Drinking Water Standards clearly

identify the performance standards, which are frequently monitored,
problems with inputs can result in harm to consumers before it is

identified and diagnosed through water monitoring. Issues can arise
from: incompetence of water supply staff involved in installations,

maintenance, and testing; the use of inappropriate or poor quality

substances (such as chemicals); or the use of pipes and fittings that

do not meet certain standards. Aggressive water is able to leach

various contaminants (such as lead) from pipes and fittings if their
metallurgical composition and quality are not appropriate for the
purpose.

Backnow prevention

Backfiow occurs when drinking water flows backwards through the
reticulation system. This creates a potential for public health risk
due to contamination with for example, harmful micro-organisms or

corrosive chemicals sucked back from the consumer' s property.
There is extensive international evidence of situations where there

has been such contamination-in some instances resulting in illness

and death. The prevention of backilow is the intent of the Water

Supplies Protection Regulations 1961. However, the legislative pro-
visions governing backflow prevention in relation to drinking-water
flowing from buildings back into the supplier's network require
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updating to avoid the situation of some suppliers imposing unneces-

sary costs on new connections (irrespective of public health risk)
while other connections-some of which represent considerable
public health risk-remain unable to be dealt with because of the
excessive regulatory costs (including business compliance costs)
that would be incurred in terms of the current 1961 Water Supplies
Protection Regulations. This is illustrated by a survey of 75 territo-
rial authority which controlled drinking water suppliers, carried out
by the New Zealand Water and Wastes Association, which found
that-

• 5% of territorial authorities required a backilow prevention
device at the boundary with all new connections-irrespec-
tive of the risk, to be paid for by the building owner:

• 21% insisted on other (unspecified) measures; and
• 73% did nothing to manage backflow risks.

Altered timetable for implementation of measures required for
compliance

Since the 2000 Cabinet decision, the water supply sector has advised
that the two-five year implementation timetable for compliance with
the revised drinking-water. Standards is too short for suppliers in
small and rural communities, particularly in light of the limited

availability of technical expertise to support implementation-related
work.

Information on drinking water safety

The majority (over 68%) of the population can take for granted that
drinking water quality is safe as they are supplied by networks that
are compliant with the Drinking Water Standards. However, 19% of
networks are not compliant or their status is unknown, and 13% of
the population are reliant on own supplies. People can take steps to
manage their own health risks if they have reliable information on
the quality of drinking water. This information is not always pub-

licly available or complete. The coverage of the annual grading of
water suppliers on the Drinking Water Register is incomplete and
any water quality problems known to a current owner of a property

and/or local authority may not be made accessible to visitors or
prospective buyers of a property. Poor access to information on
water quality hinders self-management of any health risk, which
affects in particular people with low immunity, and tourists and
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other visitors (who are not used to local drinking water conditions
and precautions).

Statement of public policy objective(s)

One of the objectives of the New Zealand Health Strategy is "to

support policies and develop strategies and services that ensure all
people have access to safe water supplies and effective sanitation
services."

The broad public policy objective is to minimise the risk of illness
from water-borne microbiological, chemical and radiological con-

taminants, whilst balancing the costs of providing safe drinking
water with the resulting benefits of avoiding illness, death and
reputational damage to tourism and other trade.

Specific policy objectives are-

• certainty about what the drinking water standards are, who
must meet them, when they must be met, and how compliance
is to be assessed:

• that those responsible for putting the safety of drinking water
supply at risk are accountable for mitigating the risk:

• drinking water risks are managed proactively where that is
effective and efficient:

• that consumers have access to information on the safety of
drinking water supplies; and

• that the standards for drinking water meet international
obligations.

Statement of feasible options (regulatory and/or non-
regulatory) that may constitute viable means for achieving

the desired objective(s)

Exemptions

Status quo

The 2000 Cabinet decision provides for exemptions in the interest of
the public health. Its interpretation and implementation would be left
open to the Director-General of Health. This option is not preferred
because the resulting uncertainty could encourage suppliers (partic-
ularly those needing to upgrade their systems) to divert their own
and the Ministry' s resources to applications for exemptions and
disputing decisions, at least initially.
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The Department of Conservation could seek an exemption for
remote facilities or during the off-season. This is not preferred
because no such exemption would be available to other building

owners or drinking water suppliers in similar circumstances.

An exemption regime is unnecessary because of the flexibility inher-
ent in the framework. In particular, the monitoring requirements
within the Drinking Water Standards are graduated, taking into
account population size and the remoteness of the drinking water
source and facilities. This recognises the higher compliance costs

faced by smaller and more isolated suppliers to achieve a given
reduction in risk. The Drinking Water Standards prioritises contami-
nants that must be monitored according to their health risk, to

minimise monitoring costs. They also provide monitoring exemp-
tions for the smallest and remotest supplies if they take certain steps
(such as periodic flushing of tanks). This aims to ensure the direct

and compliance costs are not unreasonable. The Drinking Water

Standards are based on WHO guidelines, and are gazetted by the
Minister of Health, following consultation.

The Defence Force must also follow the international military code
(QSTAG 25) for the quality of temporary water supplies to its

forces-whether they operate in New Zealand or overseas. In addi-

tion, the Defence Force would either need to meet the Drinking
Water Standards for temporary drinking water (piped or tankered) in

field operations in New Zealand or seek an exemption each time

they undertake a new temporary supply. The option of meeting the

requirements of the Drinking Water Standards (or having to seek
exemptions) while at the same time meeting the requirements of
QSTAG 25 would create unnecessary costs and uncertainty for the
Defence Force.

Preferred option

The proposal is that the Bill would provide for an exemption from

the provisions of the Bill to all temporary supplies operated within

New Zealand by the New Zealand Defence Force for defence related

purposes, including training.

The ability of the Department of Conservation to seek an exemption
would be removed.
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Definition of drinking water suppliers

Status quo

The drinking water framework would not explicitly include water
carriers and ports and airports of international significance (not
normally considered as network drinking water supplier). Public
health officers currently monitor water supplies of ports and airports
of international significance (including taking of samples and get-
ting these tested) as part of the compliance with the WHO Interna-
tional Health Regulations.

Water carriers must comply with the Consumer Guarantees Act
1993. However, they do not necessarily source water from compli-
ant drinking water sources. Voluntary steps are being taken to
improve risk management. For example, voluntary standards are
being drawn up for water carriers in the form of guidelines.

This option (ie the status quo) is not preferred because it continues

the uncertainty whether they would be required to have (proactive)
approved public health risk management plans or comply with
drinking water standard obligations, as other drinking water suppli-
ers do, It would also rely on after-the-fact remedies of contamination
or illness arising from such water suppliers in order to find out that
there is a problem.

Preferred option

It is proposed that the Bill would clarify that drinking water carriers
and ports and airports of international significance would be classi-
fied as drinking water suppliers and therefore be on the Drinking
Water Register. This would mean that they would be required to
develop and implement a public health risk management plan, which
would need to be approved by an accredited assessor. Compliance
with the plan would be audited from time to time by the accredited
assessor.

Drinking water carriers and ports and airports of international signif-
icance would also be required to comply with the Drinking Water
Standards. This would involve having to source water from a water
supply that is compliant with the Drinking Water Standards, to
minimise public health risk. The requirements under the Drinking
Water Standards for water carriers would be closely based on the
voluntary standards that are currently being developed.
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Registration would involve filling in an application to the Ministry
of Health, providing some basic information only, such as geograph-
ical references. There would be no registration or auditing fees.

The timetable for compliance by drinking water carriers and ports
and airports of international significance will be synchronised with
the timetable for drinking-water network supplies, on the basis that
the carriers and ports/airports can only be reasonably expected to
become fully compliant when the network suppliers from whom in

most cases they will be sourcing their water are themselves fully
compliant.

Safety of water supply inputs

Status quo

The safety and quality of drinking water would be managed through

reliance on the performance-based Drinking Water Standards. In
relation to the risk of metal and other chemical leakage this includes
a requirement to regularly warn the public of the risks and inform of
precautions. Any contamination of drinking water standards would
be identified as part of the monitoring regime that forms part of the

standard (monitoring is almost continual for the largest network
water supplies). The industry may develop its own technical product

and process standards and staff competencies. For example, the
industry is developing unit standards and qualifications. This option
i s not preferred because it does not provide a vehicle to mandate
standards in cases where future potential public health risks would
warrant it.

Preferred option

The proposal is that the Bill would provide for regulation-making
powers to allow-

• specification of competencies and other requirements for

installing, managing, operating and maintaining drinking-
water supply systems or components thereof:

• specification of substances that come into contact with raw

water and drinking-water (including chemicals used for
drinking-water treatment):

• specification of metals and other materials used for pipes,
valves, taps and other fittings that are in contact with raw
water and drinking water within drinking-water supplies
where there is a risk from corrosion.
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Backflow prevention

Status quo

The Bill makes drinking water suppliers responsible for compliance

of their supply with drinking water standards and to manage risks.

At the same time, the public have a duty not to contaminate supplies.
Network drinking-water suppliers are able to manage the risk in
three ways. They can: do nothing; install backflow preventions
devices and recover the cost from all customers; or install a back-

flow prevention device and recover the cost from the property owner
putting the network at risk.

This option is not preferred because the legal uncertainty about
responsibility would-

• stand in the way of enforcing the Bill, including the Drinking
Water Standards:

• mean that customers of the network would continue to rely on
voluntary actions to prevent backflow contamination, given
the lack of incentives to comply:

• place the costs of installing backflow prevention devices on
users of drinking water, rather than on those who are responsi-
ble for the risk.

Preferred option

The Bill would provide suppliers with powers to recover from the
property owner the cost of fitting a backfiow prevention device to
prevent contamination of a network supply, and related testing and
maintenance costs, where the network supplier's approved Public
Health Risk Management Plan shows there is a need to protect that
network against the public health risk that properties of that type of
those circumstances represent.

Altered timetable for implementation of measures required for
compliance

Status quo

The 2000 Cabinet decision provided for a phased commencement
for the new requirements, to be spread over a 2-5 year period
following enactment. Subsequent consultation with industry groups
suggested that this would be inadequate, particularly given the rela-
tively small pool of technical expertise available in NZ.
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Preferred option

That--

• all new drinking-water network supplies with effect from date
of commissioning to be required to commence the process of

demonstrating their ability to provide water of acceptable
quality:

• all existing drinking-water network supplies be dealt with in
terms of a phase-in period that commences from the begin-
ning of the 2nd year after enactment and continues to the end
of the 6th year after enactment, with small suppliers being

given a longer lead-in time than large suppliers.

The requirements placed on water carriers, and on ports and airports

of international significance to be synchronised with the above.

Information on drinking water safety

Status quo

The public rely for information on the quality of local drinking water

from the Drinking Water Register. The register is currently limited

to voluntary listings of networks and buildings with their own self-

supply, and is thus incomplete.

Medical Officers of Health negotiate with owners of public access

buildings to put such buildings voluntarily on the Register for the

purpose of providing public information. There are currently 1,500

self-supply public access buildings on the Register, all of which are

of potential public health significance. These include virtually all

Crown buildings with their own drinking-water source - eg rural
schools, hospitals and prisons etc. Also included are a number of
buildings owned by local authorities, and community and private
sector buildings (including marae and tourism facilities).

Land Information Memoranda are a mechanism under the Local

Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for

interested persons to access information held by, or available to, the
territorial authority that relates to hazards and other relevant infor-

mation associated with a particular property. Some territorial author-

ities already provide drinking water information on Land Informa-
tion Memoranda (LIMs). However, for the most part, visitors or

prospective property buyers must rely on the current building own-
ers' willingness to divulge information about the quality of drinking
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water supplies, or rely on territorial authorities' willingness to list
known drinking-water information on LIMs.

Preferred option

It is proposed to amend the Local Government Official Information
and Meetings Act 1987 so that territorial authorities would be
required to include any drinking-water information it holds on drink-
ing water supply in the building (including if no information is held)
on a LIM when they issue one. For example, a LIM may state
whether a building is on a network supply and its grading, and
whether a "boil water notice" is in place, if the territorial authority
holds this information.

Network drinking water suppliers will have to be on the Drinking
Water register (which is currently voluntary). Public access build-
ings with their own water supply would be able to be included on the
Drinking Water Register at the discretion of the building owner, and
where such buildings are on the Register, then any information on
the Register about the water supply of those buildings will also be
put on the LIM.

Building(s) with their own supplies owned by one owner but that
also supply other buildings with other owners would be required to
be on the Drinking Water Register. This will be the only requirement
unless if the supply is for 25 people or more and those property
owners connected to that supply are able to access that supply for
more than 60 days per year, in which case they may be required by a
Medical Officer of Health to have a Public Health Risk Management
Plan.

Statement of the net benefit of the proposal, including the
total regulatory costs (administrative, compliance and

economic costs) and benefits (including non-quantijiable
benefits) of the proposal, and other feasible options

Overall, the proposals serve to provide more detail to the broader
drinking-water framework agreed in November 2000.

Government

Doing away with an application-based exemption regime would
overcome the problem of determining when an exemption should be
granted, and how to grant such exemptions. The Department of
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Conservation would be treated in the same manner as other building
owners under the Building Act 2004.

The exemption for Defence Force for temporary supplies to field
operations avoids the additional costs of having to meet Drinking
Water Standards' monitoring requirements where they conflict with
the international military minimum standard for water potability the
Defence Force is already subject to. It avoids putting at risk this
aspect of international interoperability of the forces.

The requirement that suppliers take all practicable steps to comply
with the Drinking Water Standards would provide sufficient flexibil-
ity to deal with emergencies (such as during a flood or water
shortage). This would be an improvement on the current situation
where the requirements about water supplied in emergencies are
relatively inflexible. In those cases access to a lower-quality drink-
ing water would be better than suppliers stopping supply because it
did not comply with standards that apply in normal situations.

An indirect benefit of treating drinking-water carriers (ie, tankered
operators) as drinking water suppliers is better preparedness for civil
defence and emergency management, as listing on the Drinking
Water Register would allow emergency managers to be able to more
easily identify water carriers who could be approached to help out
during emergencies

Defining international ports and airports as drinking-water suppliers
would not result in additional monitoring and enforcement costs to
Government. Rather they would reduce monitoring and enforcement
costs to Government, because ports and airports have to some extent
relied on health protection officers to carry out whatever monitoring
that has been done, at no expense to the port or airport concerned.
Under the proposals, such facilities will need to take more responsi-
bility for their own supplies.

Powers to regulate certain drinking water supply inputs would pro-
vide Government a practical lever to take action where industry has
failed to take voluntary steps to address public health risks. The
impacts of such powers depend on the specific proposal and pro-
posed regulations would be subject to their own regulatory impact
and business compliance statement.

Some territorial authorities, as issuers of LIMs, would face transi-

tional costs of setting up processes and databases to be able to
include on the LIM the grading and other known information on
water supply to a building. The ongoing costs per LIM would be
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small, and are likely to be passed on to prospective property pur-
chasers who are the purchasers of LIMs.

Given that territorial authorities are responsible under the Local
Government Act (LGA 2002) to carry out periodic assessments of
the drinking-water needs of their districts, there would be benefits to
territorial authorities arising from the requirement that both network
drinking-water suppliers and tankered operators be on the Drinking-
Water Register. There would also be benefits to central Government

through the ability to more effectively factor in tankered water
supply into civil defence emergency management issues-both at a

national, regional and local level-because of greater knowledge by

Government about the capacity of those suppliers.

In providing more time for preparations by suppliers, the extension
of the implementation timeline will have a minimal, though prob-
ably beneficial, impact on territorial authority-operated supplies.

Drinking-water suppliers

Drinking-water carriers would face the set-up costs of preparing
approved Public Health Risk Management Plans (staff time costs at
an average of $500 x 260 operators = $130,000), as well as the costs
of implementation and ongoing maintenance of the plan. There will
be business compliance costs and more detail is provided under the
Business Compliance Cost Statement. Some operators may need to
incur additional capital and operational expenditures to implement
the plans (such as changing their water source, testing water quality,
or purchasing sterilisation equipment). However, no information is
available to identify the incremental impact, as that would depend
on what is identified in the Public Health Risk Management Plan.
This may be relatively minor for most, given that water carriers

already must comply with the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, and
are moving toward voluntary compliance in any case.

The backflow prevention proposal reduces the legal risk of drinking-
water suppliers by giving greater certainty and confidence to drink-
ing-water suppliers about their ability to recover costs from property
owners of installing, maintaining and testing backflow prevention
devices and thus putting the network water supply at risk. No addi-
tional costs are expected to be incurred to identify where such
devices would need to be installed as the risks of harm from back-

flow would be identified during the process of developing the
approved the Public Health Risk Management Plan.
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Operators of ports and airports of international significance

Defining international air and sea ports as drinking-water suppliers
clarifies their obligations. They would face the set-up costs of pre-
paring approved Public Health Risk Management Plans (staff time

costs at an average of $5,000 x 30 operators = $150,000), plus the
costs of ongoing plan maintenance. There are business compliance
costs and more detail is provided under the Business Compliance

Cost Statement. Some operators may need to incur additional capital
and operational expenditures to implement the plan, such as the
costs of sampling and arranging for tests. Some may benefit from
some reduction in insurance premiums as a result of risk manage-
ment plans. However, no information is available to identify the

incremental impact. The impact is likely to be relatively minor,

given that ports must already comply with the International Health

Regulations, and have existing obligations under the Building Act to
ensure an adequate supply of potable water.

Building Owners

Owners of buildings that are identified as presenting a backflow
contamination risk to a network drinking-water supplier would face

the costs to their network drinking water supplier for installing and
maintaining backfiow prevention devices. The cost of the device and

its installation is estimated to be $100 per residential property, but
could reach $30,000 for a small number of industrial sites with

complex waterworks. The extent of the impact is not known. While

there are 1.6 million residential dwellings, believed to be mostly

without backfiow prevention devices, only few would present a
backflow contamination risk.

Information about water quality on LIMs, where it was available to

the territorial authority, would improve the information available to
prospective buyers of buildings. This can have a positive or negative

impact on the property value, but that would be a transfer of wealth
between the current and future owners.

Some building(s) with their own supplies owned by one owner but
that also supply other buildings with other owners may be required

by a Medical Officer of Health to produce and implement a Public
Health Risk Management Plan if the supply is for 25 people or more
and those property owners connected to that supply are able to
access that supply for more than 60 days per year. Where this
requirement is imposed, for example because the Medical Officer
has concerns on public health grounds, the building owner would
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face business compliance costs and more detail is provided under the
Business Compliance Cost Statement. The requirements associated
with developing and implementing such a PHRMP would be spe-
cific to each supply, but may include issues such as upgrading
filtration equipment or a maintenance schedule for the pipe network.
The impact has not been quantified, but is likely to be in the region
of $500 per instance, similar to drinking-water carriers.

Society

Requiring the registration of tanker operators who supply drinking
water would benefit consumers of tankered drinking water, and
society at large, through a reduction in risk of waterborne disease.

The population at risk is relatively small (some unknown portion of

the 13 percent of residents who are not connected to network water
supplies). The potential risk reduction is also unknown, and may be
relatively small given the incentives on most tanker operators to
protect their reputation, and the risk management processes they

may already be required to have in place in relation to the other food

and drink products they transport.

Users of ports and airports of international significance, including

departing international travellers and crew of ships and aircraft,
would benefit from some small reduction in risk of waterborne

disease. Some of the costs of the regime are likely to be passed on to
the users. The reduced risk also helps to protect New Zealand' s

international reputation, with benefits for society at large from indi-

rect, downstream impacts on international trade.

All consumers of network water supplies would benefit from the

reduction in risk achieved by installing backflow prevention devices
at properties that present significant risk to the network. The require-

ment that drinking water suppliers take all reasonable steps would
serve to avoid installation where the costs exceed the benefits.

For the average consumer, the additional benefits of information on

water supply issues on the Drinking Water Register would vary

depending on the locality and the extent to which the network

supplier is or is not meeting the requirements of the Drinking Water

Standards. For some consumers, such as those susceptible to water-
borne diseases, and some people intending to move into an area
where houses rely on their own supplies, the information gained

from LIMs or from the registering of some public access buildings
with self-supply may be valuable.
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The risk-based approach to requiring a Public Health Risk Manage-
ment Plan for self-supplied buildings that also supply buildings
owned by others would provide additional health protection to
inhabitants of and visitors to those buildings.

Statement of consultation undertaken

Stakeholder consultation

Local Government New Zealand, New Zealand Water and Wastes

Association (which represents both network public drinking-water
suppliers and water carriers), and Consumer Institute New Zealand
have been consulted on the proposals. There has been limited con-
sultation on rural health drinking water issues with affected groups,

including medical practitioner groups, Federated Farmers and Rural
Women New Zealand.

Detailed discussion and information documents outlining the pro-
posals were also made available on the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry and Ministry of Health web sites.

Local Government New Zealand generally supports a minimum
standard for drinking-water quality, but reiterated its concern that
especially suppliers in small and rural communities would have
difficulty in complying with the Bill and is of the view that the new
legislation should complement and not conflict with strategic deci-
sion-making processes provided for in the LGA 2002. The require-
ment that suppliers take "all practicable steps" provides fiexibility

for small and rural suppliers in that failure to comply with the
Drinking Water Standards does not necessarily mean failure to com-
ply with the legislation. If the drinking-water supplier has an
approved public health risk management plan which identifies what
remedial steps need to be taken and there is an agreed process for
remedying deficiencies, then that supplier is taking "all practical
steps". Additionally the extension to the implementation timeline
will also allow for improved planning and workforce training to
assist with achieving compliance. The new legislation will provide a
clear safety and quality assurance framework for drinking water,
while the relevant provisions of the LGA 2002 are addressed to
strategic decisions about how community level requirements for
drinking water are met.

A teleconference was held with port and airport company chief
executives and other senior managers in September 2004 to outline
proposals for ports and airports. One submission was subsequently
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received from Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) that
supported the proposals for international airports to have drinking
water Public Health Risk Management Plans.

Government departments/agencies consultation

A draft Cabinet paper was circulated for comment to the following
agencies: Ministry of Justice, Treasury, Ministry of Economic
Development, Department of Building and Housing, Ministry of
Tourism, Ministry for the Environment, Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, NZ Food Safety Authority, Department of Building and
Housing, Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Consumer Affairs,
Department of Labour, Ministry for Social Development, Te Puni
Kokiri, Department of Internal Affairs, Ministry of Civil Defence
and Emergency Management, NZ Defence Force, Department of
Conservation, Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, Ministry
of Women's Affairs and the Human Rights Commission. The New
Zealand Fire Service has also been consulted in relation to water

tanker operational issues-given that sometimes volunteer fire bri-
gades engage in water tanker operations-with or without the prior
knowledge and consent of the New Zealand Fire Service.

The Department of Building and Housing and the Department of

Conservation believe that the proposed changes will not result in an

unacceptable impact on the facilities managed by the Department of

Conservation. Other objections previously raised by Government

agencies have been dealt with on the basis the substance of the
November 2000 decisions by Cabinet would proceed unchanged or
by further discussion as appropriate. These included clarification
that the proposals relating to backfiow prevention were intended to
address previous regulatory failure, and that the legislation would
not conflict with the food safety legislation administered by the New
Zealand Food Safety Authority. At one point in the consultation the
Ministry of Economic Development's Small Business Development
Unit sought and obtained more detail on the question of tanker
operators so that they could be satisfied that the steps taken by the
Ministry of Health to consult with those operators had indeed been
effective.

Business compliance cost statement

Sources of business compliance costs for network suppliers who are
not currently attempting to comply and also for drinking water
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carriers and operators of ports and airports of international signifi-
cance include-

• learning of the proposals and new obligations:

• the cost of monitoring (such as laboratory testing of water

samples):
• staff training:

• staff time in preparing and reviewing Public Health Risk

Management Plans.

No information is available to estimate the likely size of these

compliance costs, as that depends on the size and complexity of
individual operations, as well as their current practices. It is thought
the incremental impact would be minor, given that these businesses

must already ensure that their services meet various quality
standards.

Those self-supply building owners who may supply other property
owners would be required to register the water supply, and there
would be the minor time costs of filling in an application form,
involving provision (and possibly obtaining) basic information such

as geographic references. There will also be staff time in preparing
and reviewing Public Health Risk Management Plans where the

water supply is for 25 or more people in other properties connected

to that supply for more than 60 days a year.

The following ongoing and ad hoc steps have been taken to mini-
mise compliance costs:
• representatives of water carriers are involved in developing

voluntary guidelines (which in future would form part of the

Drinking Water Standards):
• keeping processes and requirements simple (through their

development with industry) to ensure people can understand

their own risks and how to manage them, without requiring

specialist input:
• Drinking Water Standards requirements are graduated to

reflect differences in costs of compliance and relative risk.
Industry and other various interest groups have been con-
suited on those standards:

• information will be made available in various forms to inform

businesses of their obligations and how best to meet them,

available for example through Ministry of Health, Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry, and NZ Water and Wastes Associa-
tion websites.
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The Ministry of Health has arranged guidelines and training for
industry, with help of the industry (such as internet-based materials,
checklists and videos).
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Health (Drinking Water) Amendment

The rest of this Act comes into force on 1 April 2007.

Principal Act amended
This Act amends the Health Act 1956.

Part 1

Amendments to principal Act 5

General powers and duties of local authorities in respect

of public health

Section 23(1) is amended by inserting ", drinking water," after
"diseases".

Requirements of dwellinghouses as to supply of water 10

and sanitary conveniences

Section 39(1)(a) is amended by omitting "wholesome water"

and substituting "water that is potable (as defined in section
696),".

6 Sections 60 to 63 and heading above section 60 repealed 15
Sections 60 to 63 and the heading above section 60 are

repealed.

7 New Part 2A inserted

The following Part is inserted before the heading to Part 3:

"Part 2A 20

Drinking water

"69A Purpose

"(1) The purpose of this Part is to protect the health and safety of
people and communities by promoting adequate supplies of

safe and wholesome drinking water from all drinking-water 25

supplies.

"(2) Accordingly, this Part-

"(a) provides for the Ministry to maintain a register of all

drinking-water suppliers; and
"(b) provides for the Minister to issue or adopt drinking- 30

water standards; and

"(c) imposes a range of duties on drinking-water suppliers,
including duties to-
"(i) monitor drinking water; and
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"(ii) take all practicable steps to comply with the
drinking-water standards; and

"(iii) implement risk management plans; and
"(d) imposes a range of duties on water carriers; and

"(e) provides for the appointment of drinking-water asses- 5
sors to assess compliance with this Part, and sets out

their functions and powers; and

"(f) provides for the Director-General to recognise laborato-

ries for the purposes of analysing drinking waters and
"(g) sets out certain emergency powers that are available 10

during public health emergencies relating to drinking
water; and

"(h) creates various offences; and

"(i) provides for the dissemination of information about

drinking water. 15

"Application of this Part

"698 This Part generally to apply on commencement

"(1) The provisions of this Part (except sections 69S to 69ZC) apply on
and after their commencement.

"(2) The provisions of sections 695 to 69ZC apply to drinking-water 20
suppliers in accordance with sections 69C to 69F.

"69C Application of sections 69S to 69ZC generally
"(1) A drinking-water supplier who, on or after 1 April 2007, com-

mences supplying drinking water using a new drinking- water
supply, must comply with sections 695 to 69ZC in respect of that 25
drinking-water supply, on and after the commencement of
supply.

"(2) A networked supplier or operator of a designated port or

airport who uses a large drinking-water supply must comply

with sections 69S to 69ZC in respect of that supply, on and after 30
1 April 2008.

"(3) A networked supplier or operator of a designated port or
airport who uses a medium drinking-water supply must com-

ply with sections 69S to 69ZC in respect of that supply, on and
after 1 April 2009. 35

" (4) A networked supplier or operator of a designated port or

airport who uses a minor drinking-water supply must comply

7
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with sections 695 to 69ZC in respect of that supply, on and after

1 April 2010.

"(5) A networked supplier or operator of a designated port or

airport who uses a small drinking-water supply must comply

with sections 69S to 69ZC in respect of that supply, on and after 5
1 April 2011.

"(6) A networked supplier or operator of a designated port or

airport who uses a very small drinking-water supply must
comply with sections 69S to 69ZC in respect of that supply, on
and after 1 April 2012. 10

"69D Application of sections 69S to 69ZC to bulk suppliers

A bulk supplier must comply with sections 69S to 69ZC in respect

of each supply of water made by that supplier to another

drinking-water supplier, on and after the date on which any

drinking-water supplier to whom the supply is made is 15
required to comply with those sections in respect of their own

supply.

"69E Application of sections 69S to 69ZC to water carriers

"(1) A water carrier who supplies water provided by a networked

supplier or bulk supplier or operator of a designated port or 20

airport from a drinking-water supply must comply with sec-
tions 69S to 69ZC on and after the date on which the supplier

who operates the supply is required to comply with those
sections, in respect of that supply.

"(2) A water carrier who provides water from a drinking-water 25
supply operated by a person other than a networked supplier

or bulk supplier or operator of a designated port or airport

must comply with sections 69S to 69ZC on and after a date

determined by the Medical Officer of Health and notified in

writing to the water carrier. 30

"69F Bulk suppliers, networked suppliers, water carriers, and

designated ports or airports may elect earlier

compliance

"(1) Any bulk supplier, networked supplier, water carrier, or desig-

nated port or airport may, by notice in writing to the Director- 35
General, elect to comply with all the provisions of this Part
before that person would be required to comply with those
provisions under any of sections 69C to 69E.
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" (2) If any notice is given to the Director-General under subsection
(1) the provisions of this Part apply to the bulk supplier,
networked supplier, water carrier, or designated port or airport
concerned on and after the date on which the notice is

received. 5

"Interpretation

'69G Interpretation

In this Part, unless the context otherwise requires,-

"adequate supply, in relation to the drinking water supplied
to a property, means either- 10
"(a) the minimum quantity of drinking water that is required

by the occupants of that property, on an ongoing basis,
for their ordinary domestic and food preparation use
and sanitary needs; or

"(b) if regulations have been made under section 69ZZY(a) pre- 15
scribing the quantity of drinking water, or a formula for
determining the quantity of drinking water, that is an
adequate supply to a property, the amount specified in,
or calculated according to the formula set out in, those
regulations 20

64 adverse aesthetic effect means an effect on the colour,

clarity, smell, taste, or general appearance of drinking water
that makes it unpleasant for an average person to drink

"bulk supplier means a drinking-water supplier who supplies
drinking water solely or primarily to another drinking-water 25
supplier or suppliers

"contamination means-

"(a) in relation to raw water that does not normally require
treatment to be suitable for use as drinking water, the
introduction of a substance or organism into that water 30
or a source of that water, which-

"(i) makes that water unpalatable or unsuitable for
human consumption; or

"(ii) requires that water to be treated to make it palat-
able or suitable for human consumption; and 35

"(b) in relation to raw water that normally requires treatment
to become suitable for use as drinking water, the intro-
duction of a substance or organism into that water or a

9
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source of that water, which makes that water unpalat-
able or unsuitable for human consumption, without
intensified, or enhanced, or alternative, drinking-water
treatment to make it palatable or suitable for human
consumption 5

"critical points-

"(a) means the points in a drinking-water supply at which it
is possible for the supplier to eliminate, minimise, or
isolate hazards to the drinking water that may result in
failure to comply with this Part or with the drinking- 10
water standards; and

"(b) includes (without limitation) any points where drinking
water is transferred from-

"(i) a networked supplier to a water carriers or
..

(ii) a water carrier to a networked supplier; or 15
"(iii) a bulk supplier to a networked supplier; or
"(iv) a networked supplier to any other networked sup-

plier; or
"(v) a networked supplier to a designated port or air-
port; or 20

"(vi) any designated port or airport to any networked
supplier or to any water carrier

"designated officer means a person designated under section
7A as a Medical Officer of Health, or as a Health Protection
Officer 25

"designated port or airport means a port or airport for the

time being approved under section 37(1) of the Biosecurity
Act 1993 or treated as designated under section 184 of that
Act, as a place of first arrival for all craft or craft of specified

kinds or descriptions 30
"determinand means-

"(a) a substance or organism in water in circumstances
where the extent to which any water contains that sub-
stance or organism may be determined or estimated
reasonably accurately; or 35

"(b) a characteristic or possible characteristic of water in
circumstances where the extent to which any water
exhibits that characteristic may be determined or esti-
mated reasonably accurately

"domestic and food preparation use, in relation to water, 40
means use for any of the following purposes:
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la) human consumption:

"(b) preparing food or drink for human consumption:
"(c) preparing or processing products ultimately intended

for human consumption:
"(d) washing utensils used for preparing, storing, or serving 5

food or drink for human consumption:
"(e) washing utensils used by people for eating or drinking:
"(f) human oral hygiene

"drinking water-

"(a) means- 10

"(i) water that is potable; or

"(ii) in the case of water available for supply, water
that is-

"(A) held out by its supplier as being suitable for
drinking and other forms of domestic and 15
food preparation use, whether in New
Zealand or overseas; or

"(B) supplied to people known by its supplier to
have no reasonably available and afforda-

ble source of water suitable for drinking 20
and other forms of domestic and food prep-
aration use other than the supplier and to be

likely to use some of it for drinking and

other forms of domestic and food prepara-
tion use; but 25

"(b) while standards applying to bottled water are in force
under the Food Act 1981, does not include-

"(i) any bottled water that is covered by those stan-
dards; or

"(ii) any bottled water that is exported 30

"drinking-water assessor means a drinking-water assessor

appointed under section 69ZK; and includes, in the case of a
drinking-water assessor that is an agency, an employee or a

contractor of that agency engaged in carrying out the func-

tions of a drinking-water assessor 35

"drinking-water emergency declaration means a declara-
tion under section 69ZZA

"drinking-water register means the register of drinking-
water suppliers and supplies maintained under section 69J

"drinking-water standards means standards issued or 40
adopted under section 690

11
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"drinking-water supplier means a person who supplies

drinking water to people in New Zealand or overseas from a
drinking-water supply, and-
"(a) includes that person's employees, agents, lessees, and

subcontractors while carrying out duties in respect of 5
that drinking-water supply; and

"(b) includes (without limitation)-

"(i) a networked supplier; and
"(ii) a water carrier; and

"(iii) every person who operates a designated port or 10
airport; and

"(iv) a bulk supplier; and

"(v) any person or class of person declared by regula-
tions made under section 69ZZY to be a drinking-

water supplier for the purposes of this Part; but 15
"(c) does not include-

"(i) a temporary drinking-water supplier; or

"(ii) a self-supplier; or

"(iii) any person or class of person declared by regula-
tions made under section 69ZZY not to be a drink- 20

ing-water supplier for the purposes of this Part

"drinking-water supply-

"(a) means a publicly or privately owned system for supply-
ing drinking water to a person or group of persons, on a

temporary or permanent basis, up to but not including 25
the point of supply; and

"(b) includes, without limitation, a networked reticulation

system, a well, a reservoir, or a tanker

"large drinking-water supply means a drinking-water sup-

ply that is used to supply drinking water to more than 10 000 30

people for at least 60 days per year

"maximum acceptable value, in relation to a determinand,

means a value stated in the drinking-water standards as the

maximum extent to which drinking water may contain or

exhibit that determinand without being likely to present a 35

significant risk to an average person consuming that water
over a lifetime

"Medical Officer of Health includes any Medical Officer of
Health whose health district includes any place to which any
intended action or other thing relates (whether or not the 40
action or thing also has effect in another health district)
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"medium drinking-water supply means a drinking-water
supply that is used to supply drinking water to between 5 001
and 10 000 people (inclusive) for at least 60 days per year

"minor drinking-water supply means a drinking-water sup-
ply that is used to supply drinking water to between 501 and 5
5 000 people (inclusive) for at least 60 days per year

"networked supplier-

"(a) means a drinking-water supplier who supplies drinking
water from the place where the supply is to 1 or more

other properties, by means of a pipe connecting those 10
properties; but

"(b) does not include a bulk supplier

"owner, in relation to any land (including buildings on that

land), means the person who is for the time being entitled to
the rent on that land or who would be so entitled if the land 15

were let to a tenant for rent and includes-

"(a) the owner of the fee simple of the land; and
"(b) any person who has agreed in writing to purchase the

land or any leasehold estate or interest in the land, or to
take a lease of the land- 20

"(i) once the conditions in the agreement relating to
the purchase have been satisfied; and

"(ii) if subparagraph (i) applies, while the agreement is
in force

46

point of supply means- 25

"(a) in the case of drinking water supplied through a
networked reticulated system to any property, which-
ever of the following is applicable:

"(i) the point of supply as defined in any bylaw, sup-
ply agreement, or local Act that applies in respect 30
of that system:

"(ii) if subparagraph (1) does not apply, the point imme-
diately on the property owner's side of the toby:

"(iii) if neither subparagraph (i) nor subparagraph (ii)
applies and there is no toby, the point at which 35
that system joins the pipework that forms part
of-

"(A) the water supply utility system from any
building on that property; or

13
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"(B) any other pipework on that property
(whether or not used for the supply of
drinking water):

"(iv) if neither subparagraph (i) nor subparagraph (ii)

applies, and there is no point referred to in subpar- 5
agraph (111), the last point at which the supply of
water can be interrupted or stopped before it
reaches any tap on the property:

"(b) in the case of drinking water supplied by a water carrier,
the end of the hose or fitting used by that carrier to 10
supply drinking water from that carrier' s means of
transportation:

"(c) in the case of drinking water placed into a container, the
point at which the water is placed into that container

"pollution means the introduction of a substance or organism 15
into drinking water or a drinking-water supply system that
causes or may cause that water, or as the case requires, water
in that system, to exceed the maximum acceptable values for

determinands specified in the drinking-water standards

"port includes an anchorage, a harbour, and a wharf 20

"potable, in relation to drinking water, means water that does
not contain or exhibit any determinands to any extent that
exceeds the maximum acceptable values specified in the
drinking-water standards

"public health risk management plan means a plan pre- 25
pared and operated by a drinking-water supplier or other per-
son under section 69Z or section 69ZA

"raw water-

"(a) means water intended for domestic and food prepara-
tion use that has been taken from a source of water 30

but-

"(i) has not been assessed for suitability for that use
without treatment; or

"(ii) is not suitable for that use without treatment and

has not yet been treated to make it suitable for 35
that use; but

"(b) does not include-
"(i) water that has been assessed as suitable for that

use without treatment: or

water that has been treated to make it suitable for(11) 40

that use; or
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"(iii) water that has not entered any pipe, tank, or cis-

tern leading from a source of raw water

"self-supplier means a person who owns a drinking-water
supply that is exclusively used to supply water to-

"(a) 1 property that is also owned by that person; or 5
" (b) 1 or more buildings that are also owned by that person

"small drinking-water supply means a drinking-water sup-
ply that is used to supply drinking water to between 101 and
500 people (inclusive) for at least 60 days per year

"specified drinking-water supplier has the meaning set out 10
in section 69J(1)(a)

"specified self-supplier has the meaning set out in section
69,1(1 XI])

"temporary drinking-water supplier-

"(a) means a person who- 15
ii) supplies drinking water to a place on a temporary

basis for a particular event, function, or gather-
ing; or

"(ii) from time to time, supplies drinking water to any
person (including the supplier), but not for more 20

than 59 days per year in total; or
"(iii) supplies drinking water on a temporary basis

when a drinking-water supply used to supply

drinking water to a person or group of persons on
a permanent basis is not functioning for any 25
reason; but

"(b) does not include-

"(i) a person who exports drinking water to another
country; or

"(ii) any other person or class of person declared by 30
regulations made under section 69ZZY not to be a
temporary drinking-water supplier

"toby, in relation to any property, means the valve at the end
of the service pipe that forms part of a networked reticulated
system and that connects to the supply pipe forming part of- 35
"(a) the water supply utility system of any building on the

property; or

" (b) any other pipework on the property (whether or not
used for the supply of drinking water)

15
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"very small drinking-water supply means a drinking-water
supply that is used to supply drinking water to-

"(a) between 25 and 100 (inclusive) people for at least 60
days per year; or

"(b) any number of persons who receive water from that 5
supply if the number of those persons when multiplied
by the number of days per year during which those
persons receive water from that supply is 1,500 or
greater

"water carrier- 10

"(a) means any drinking-water supplier, temporary drink-
ing-water supplier, or prescribed class of person who
transports or otherwise supplies raw water or drinking
water-

"(i) in trucks or other vehicles; or 15

"(ii) by rail; or

"(iii) in ships or other vessels; or
"(iv) by any means other than by pipes connecting the

place where the supply is to the other property or
properties to which the water is delivered from 20
the place where the supply is to another property;
but

"(b) does not include any other person or class of person
declared by regulations made under section 69ZZY not to
be a water carrier 25

"wholesome, in relation to drinking water, means-
"(a) being potable; and
"(b) not containing or exhibiting any determinand in an

amount that exceeds the value stated in the guideline
values for aesthetic determinands in the drinking-water 30
standards as being the maximum extent to which drink-
ing water may contain or exhibit the determinand with-
out being likely to have an adverse aesthetic effect on
the drinking water

"working day has the same meaning as in section 5(1) of the 35
Local Government Act 2002.

"69H All practicable steps

"(1) In this Part, all practicable steps, in relation to the achieve-
ment of any particular result, means all steps to achieve that
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result that it is reasonably practicable to take in the circum-
stances, having regard to-

"(a) the nature and severity of the harm that may be suffered
if the result is not achieved; and

"(b) the current state of knowledge about the likelihood that 5
harm of that nature and severity will be suffered if the
result is not achieved; and

"(c) the current state of knowledge about harm of that
nature; and

"(d) the current state of knowledge about the means avail- 10
able to achieve the result, and about the likely efficacy
of each; and

"(e) the availability and cost of each of those means.

"(2) To avoid doubt, a person required by this Part to take all
practicable steps is required to take those steps only in respect 15

of circumstances that the person knows or ought reasonably to
know about.

"69I Part binds the Crown

'(1) This Part binds the Crown except as provided in subsection (2).

"(2) This Part does not apply in respect of drinking water supplied 20

by the New Zealand Defence Force-
66 /

Ca) other than through a networked supply; and

"(b) in compliance with international drinking water code
QSTAG25 or other similar standard regulating the

quality of drinking water used for military purposes. 25

" Registration of drinking-water suppliers and certain self-
suppliers

"69J Drinking-water register

"(1) The Director-General must maintain a register of persons who
are- 30

"(a) networked suppliers, bulk suppliers, water carriers, or

operators of designated ports or airports (specified
drinking-water suppliers); or

" (b) sel f-suppliers who supply water to community-purpose

buildings owned by them (specified self-suppliers) and 35
who elect to be entered on the register.

17
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The purpose of the register is-
"(a) to enable members of the public to know who is regis-

tered as a specified drinking-water supplier or a speci-

fied self-supplier and to provide information about their
supplies or sources of water; and 5

"(b) to facilitate the ability of the Director-General to pro-

vide information to drinking-water suppliers and speci-
fied self-suppliers; and

"(c) to facilitate the exercise of the compliance, assessment,
and enforcement functions and powers of drinking- 10
water assessors, designated officers, and the Director-
General.

The following particulars must be recorded in the register in
respect of every person registered as a drinking-water supplier

(other than as a water-carrier) or as a specified self-supplier: 15
"(a) the name and contact address (including the electronic

address, if available) of the supplier:

"(b) the nature of the person's drinking-water supply and the

maximum daily volume it is capable of delivering:

"(c) the date on which the supplier was registered: 20

"(d) the source or sources of water used for drinking-water

purposes:

"(e) in the case of a drinking-water supplier, whether that

person is a networked supplier, bulk supplier, or the
operator of a designated port or airport: 25

"(f) any other particulars that may be required by or under

this Part or regulations made under section 69ZZY.

The following particulars must be recorded in the register in
respect of every drinking-water supplier registered as a water
carrier: 30

"(a) the name and contact address (including the electronic
address, if available) of the carrier:

"(b) the date on which the water carrier was registered and

the date of each renewal of that person's registration:
"(c) the source or sources of raw water or drinking water 35

that is transported by the water carrier:

"(d) prescribed particulars relating to each vehicle, vessel, or
rail wagon (and any associated equipment such as
demountable tanks, hoses, and fittings) used by a water
carrier to transport raw water or drinking water: 40
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"(e) any other particulars that may be required by or under
this Part or regulations made under section 69ZZY.

"(5) The register may also include any other information relevant
to a drinking-water supplier, specified self-supplier, or a
drinking-water supply that the Director-General considers 5
appropriate.

"69K Applications for registration
66 (1) A person who supplies or intends to supply drinking water

from a drinking-water supply (other than as a self-supplier)
must apply to the Director-General, in a manner approved by 10
the Director-General, for registration on the drinking-water
register.

"(2) Every specified self-supplier who wishes to be entered on the
drinking-water register may apply to the Director-General, in
a manner approved by the Director-General, for registration 15
on the drinking-water register.

'6

(3) Every application for registration must be in the form pro-
vided for the purpose by the Director-General.

..

(4) On receiving an application that complies with the require-
ments of this section, the Director-General must- 20
6,/

la) register the person as a specified drinking-water sup-
plier, or a specified self-supplier, and in the case of a
person registered as a specified drinking-water supplier,
also as-

"(i) a networked supplier; or 25
"(ii) a water carrier; or

"(iii) a designated port or airport; or
"(iv) a bulk supplier; and

"(b) show the date of registration on the register; and
"(c) notify the person in writing accordingly. 30

"69L Renewal of registration by water carriers
66 (1) Every person registered as a water carrier must in each 12-

month period, during a month allocated for the purpose by the
Director-General, apply for a renewal of registration as a
water carrier. 35

"(2) Every application for a renewal of registration must be in the
form provided for the purpose by the Director-General, and
must be accompanied by-

19
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44 /

la) a certificate, from a drinking-water assessor, no more
than 3 months old, stating that the assessor has assessed
the practices and procedures of the water carrier and
certifies that those practices and procedures comply
with this Part; and 5

"(b) the prescribed particulars for each vehicle, vessel, or

rail wagon (and any associated equipment such as
demountable tanks, hoses, and fittings) used by the
water carrier to transport raw water or drinking water.

"(3) On receiving an application that complies with the require- 10
ments of this section, the Director-General must, unless sub-

section (4) applies,-

"(a) renew the registration of the person as a water carrier,
showing the date of renewal of registration; and

"(b) notify the person in writing accordingly. 15

"(4) The Director-General may refuse to renew the registration of a
person as a water carrier if the Director-General is satisfied
that the water carrier-

"(a) has failed to comply with the requirements of this Part;
or 20

"(b) is unable to comply with the requirements of this Part.

"69M Duty to update details on register

"(1) A drinking-water supplier or specified self-supplier who

intends to change any particulars that are recorded in respect
of that person or that person' s drinking-water supply on the 25
drinking-water register or to cease operation as a supplier
must notify the Director-General, in writing, of the change
and the proposed date of the change, at least 2 weeks before
the proposed date of the change.

"(2) A water carrier who intends to cease operation as a carrier or 30
to change any particulars that are recorded in respect of that
person or in respect of any vehicle, vessel, or rail wagon used
for water transportation or who begins to use a vehicle, vessel,
or rail wagon (and any associated equipment such as
demountable tanks, hoses, and fittings) for the purposes of 35

water transportation or who ceases to use a vehicle, vessel, or
rail wagon for the purposes of water transportation must
notify the Director-General, in writing, of the change and the
proposed date of the change.
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(3) A notice under subsection (1) or subsection (2) must be given as

soon as practicable after the details of the proposed change are
known to the supplier.

"69N Removal from register

"(1) The Director-General must remove a person's name from the 5
drinking-water register if-
"(a) that person is registered as a water carrier or as a speci-

fied self-supplier, and applies to the Director-General,
in writing, to have that person' s name removed from the
register; and 10

"(b) the Director-General is satisfied that the person has
ceased to carry on business as a water carrier or has
ceased to be a specified self-supplier, as the case
requires.

"(2) The Director-General may remove the name of any person 15
registered as a water carrier from the drinking-water register if
the Director-General is satisfied that the water carrier has-

"(a) failed to comply with the requirements of this Part; or
"(b) is unable to comply with the requirements of this Part.

"(3) Despite subsections (1) and (2), the Director-General may retain 20
on the register all relevant details relating to the water-supply
activities of a person whose name has been removed from the
register, if the fact of that removal is clearly noted on the
register to avoid any confusion.

" Drinking-water standards 15

"690 Minister may issue, adopt, amend, or revoke drinking-
water standards

"(1) The Minister may, by written notice,-

"(a) issue or adopt standards applicable to drinking water;
and 30

"(b) revoke or amend any existing standards.

"(2) Standards issued or adopted under this section may, without
limitation, specify or provide for all or any of the following:
"(a) requirements for drinking water safety (including

requirements relating to the transportation of raw water 35
or drinking water):

"(b) requirements for drinking water composition,
including-

21
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"(i) maximum amounts of substances or organisms or
contaminants or residues that may be present in
drinking water; and

"(ii) maximum amounts of substances that may be
present in drinking water; and 5

"(iii) maximum acceptable values for chemical, radio-

logical, microbiological, and other characteristics
of drinking water:

66 /

ic) criteria and procedures for demonstrating compliance
with the standards, including the methods or tests by 10
which the levels of determinands present in raw water
or drinking water must be calculated or ascertained:

"(d) monitoring analytical and calibration requirements,
including minimum sampling and testing frequencies,

and procedural requirements relating to sampling and 15

analysis:

"(e) performance standards that drinking-water suppliers,

drinking-water assessors, and recognised laboratories
are required to meet when sampling and testing raw
water or drinking water: 20

"(f) remedial actions to be taken if non-compliance with
different aspects of the standards is detected:

"(g) records that must be kept by drinking-water suppliers:
"(h) any other matters relating to raw water or drinking

water that may affect public health. 25

"(3) Standards issued or adopted under this section may-
"(a) include guideline values for aesthetic determinands for

avoiding adverse aesthetic effects in drinking water:

"(b) contain different provisions for different categories of

bulk supplier, networked supplier, designated port or 30

airport, or water carrier, or different provisions for each
class of drinking-water supplier.

"(4) Despite section 28 of the State Sector Act 1988, the Minister

may not delegate any of the powers conferred by subsection (1).

"(5) Standards issued or adopted under subsection (1) are regulations 35
for the purposes of the Regulations (Disallowance) Act 1989,
but are not regulations for the purposes of the Acts and Regu-
lations Publication Act 1989.
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"69P Minister must consult before issuing, adopting, or

amending drinking-water standards

"(1) The Minister must not issue, adopt, or amend drinking-water

standards unless the Minister is satisfied that adequate consul-
tation has been carried out with respect to the proposed stan- 5
dards or proposed amendments, including (without
limitation)-

" (a) adequate and appropriate notice of the intention to

issue, adopt, or amend the standards; and

"(b) a reasonable opportunity for interested persons to make 10
submissions; and

"(c) appropriate consideration of any submissions received.

"(2) Despite subsection (1), the Minister is not required to consult

anyone if the Minister is satisfied that-

"(a) the standards need to be issued, adopted, or amended 15

urgently; or

"(b) the amendment is minor and will not adversely and

substantially affect the interest of any person.

"69Q Drinking-water standards must be notified and made
available 20

(1) As soon as practicable after drinking-water standards are
issued, adopted, or amended, the Minister must ensure that a

notice is published in the Gazette that-

"(a) gives a general indication of the nature of the standards
or amendments; and 25

"(b) shows the place or places at which copies of the current
drinking-water standards are available for inspection
free of charge or for purchase or both.

..

(2) As soon as practicable after drinking-water standards are
revoked, the Minister must ensure that a notice of that revoca- 30

tion is published in the Gazette.

"(3) The Director-General must ensure that current copies of

drinking-water standards are available for inspection by mem-
bers of the public free of charge.

"69R Commencement of drinking-water standards 35

Drinking-water standards and any amendments to those stan-

dards, come into force on a day specified in the notice under
section 690(1), that is at least 28 days after the date of publica-
tion of that notice in the Gazette.

23
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"Duties of drinking-water suppliers and temporary drinking-
water suppliers

"69S Duty of suppliers in relation to provision of drinking
water

"(1) Every networked supplier, bulk supplier, and water carrier 5
must take all practicable steps to ensure that an adequate
supply of drinking water is provided to each point of supply to
which that supplier supplies drinking water.

"(2) Subsection (1) does not-
10Ca) require a networked supplier or a bulk supplier to

ensure the uninterrupted provision of drinking water to
all points of supply at all times; or

"(b) prevent a networked supplier or a bulk supplier restrict-

ing or interrupting the provision of drinking water to

any point of supply, if, in the opinion of the supplier, 15
such action is necessary for the purposes-
"(i) of planned maintenance or improvement; or
"(ii) of emergency repairs.

"(3) Any restriction or interruption of the provision of drinking
water by a networked supplier or a bulk supplier in reliance on 20
subsection (2)(a) must not exceed 8 hours on any one occasion
unless--
66 /

Ca) approval has been given by the Medical Officer of
Health; and

"(b) the networked supplier or bulk supplier has taken all 25
practicable steps to warn the affected persons before the

restriction or interruption of the provision of water
occurs.

"(4) This section is subject to section 69T and to any contrary provi-
sions in the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002. 30

"69T Duties where risk to water is actual or foreseeable

If any drinking-water supplier considers that its ability to
maintain an adequate supply of drinking water is or may be at
risk for any reason, it must-
"(a) notify the Medical Officer of Health, the New Zealand 35

Fire Service, and the local authorities in the area where

the water is supplied of the circumstances giving rise to
the risk; and
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"(b) request that 1 or more of those local authorities exercise
its powers under any enactment (for example, by mak-

ing a bylaw to restrict the use of water for other than

essential purposes) to assist that supplier to continue to

provide an adequate supply. 5

"69U Duty to take reasonable steps to contribute to

protection of source of drinking water

"(1) Every drinking-water supplier must take reasonable steps to-

" (a) contribute to the protection from contamination of each
source of raw water from which that drinking-water 10
supplier takes raw water:

6. (b) protect from contamination all raw water used by that
drinking-water supplier.

"(2) Every drinking-water supplier who is a bulk supplier or a
networked supplier must take reasonable steps to protect from 15
pollution all aspects of the drinking-water supply system of
that drinking-water supplier.

"(3) Every drinking-water supplier who is a water carrier must take

reasonable steps to protect from contamination or pollution all
aspects of the water supply operation of that water carrier. 20

"(4) Examples of reasonable steps under subsection (1) include-
"(a) the making of submissions on-

"(i) processes governed by the Resource Manage-
ment Act 1991 (including draft regional and dis-
trict plans in relation to issues that may affect 25
drinking water); and

"(ii) where notified, resource consent applications
relating to issues that may affect drinking water;
and

"(b) the making of submissions on community outcomes 30

and sanitary services assessments under the Local
Government Act 2002 in relation to issues that may

affect drinking water; and

"(c) contributing, directly or indirectly, to improved catch-
ment management whether by planting of trees, pro- 35
moting and assisting the use of integrated water
resources management, or through other means.

25
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"69V Duty to take all practicable steps to comply with

drinking-water standards
"(1) Every drinking-water supplier must take all practicable steps

to ensure that the drinking water supplied by that supplier
complies with the drinking-water standards. 5

"(2) Subsection (1) applies to each drinking-water supplier subject
to any exemption or variation that has been granted to that
supplier under section 69ZZ[1(2)(k).

"(3) Subsection (1) does not apply to those drinking-water standards
that are identified in those standards as guideline values for 10
aesthetic determinands for avoiding adverse aesthetic effects

in drinking water.

"69W Duty to take reasonable steps to supply wholesome
drinking water

Every drinking-water supplier must take reasonable steps to 15
ensure that the drinking water supplied by that drinking-water

supplier is wholesome.

"69X Duties in relation to new water sources

Before connecting a new source of raw water to the drinking-
water supply, a drinking-water supplier or temporary drink- 20
ing-water supplier must ensure that raw water from that new
source,--

"(a) if untreated, will contain no determinands that exceed

the maximum acceptable values specified in the drink-
ing-water standards when it is supplied; or 25

"(b) is, or will be, treated in such a way that it will contain no
determinands that exceed the maximum acceptable
values specified in those standards when it is supplied.

"69¥ Duty to monitor drinking water
"(1) Every drinking-water supplier must monitor the drinking 30

water supplied or transported by that drinking-water supplier
to---

"(a) determine whether it complies with the drinking-water
standards; and

"(b) detect and assess public health risks generally. 35

"(2) Monitoring under subsection (1) must be carried out in accor-
dance with the drinking-water standards.
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"69Z Duty to prepare and implement public health risk

management plan

"(1) Every drinking-water supplier must, on or before the date on
which this section begins to apply to that drinking-water sup-
plier, prepare in writing either or both of the following, which- 5
ever is applicable:
66 /

Ca) a public health risk management plan in relation to that

drinking-water supplier's drinking-water supply:

"(b) in the case of a drinking-water supplier who is a water

carrier, a public health risk management plan in relation 10
to that water carrier' s method of transporting raw water

or drinking water.

"(2) A public health risk management plan prepared under sub-
section (1) must,-

"(a) if prepared by a drinking-water supplier in relation to 15
that drinking-water supplier's drinking-water supply,-
"(i) identify the public health risks (if any) associated

with that drinking-water supply; and

"(ii) identify critical points in that drinking-water sup-
ply; and 20

"(iii) identify mechanisms for-

"(A) preventing public health risks arising in
that drinking-water supply; and

"(B) reducing and eliminating those risks if they
do arise; and 25

"(iv) include information about the estimated costs and

benefits of the mechanisms referred to in suhpara-

graph (iii); and

(v) set out a timetable for managing the public health

risks that have been identified as being associated 30
with that drinking-water supply; and

"(vi) comply with any additional requirements
imposed by the Director-General by notice in
writing given to the supplier, as to the content and
format of public health risk management plans: 35

"(b) if prepared by a water carrier in relation to that water
carrier' s method of transporting raw water or drinking
water,-

"(i) identify the public health risks (if any) associated
with that method of transporting raw water or 40
drinking water; and
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..

(11) identify critical points in that method of trans-

porting raw water or drinking water; and
" (iii) identify mechanisms for-

"(A) preventing public health risks arising from

that method of transportation; and 5

"(B) reducing and eliminating those risks if they
do arise; and

"(iv) set out a timetable for managing the public health

risks that have been identified as being associated

with that method of transportation; and 10

"(v) comply with any additional requirements

imposed by the Director-General by notice in

writing given to the water carrier as to the content

and format of public health risk management

plans (including, without limitation, any require- 15

ment contained in a model plan issued by the

Director-General).

"(3) Every drinking-water supplier' s public health risk manage-
ment plan must be submitted by the drinking-water supplier to

a drinking-water assessor for approval. 20

"(4) A drinking-water assessor may, after any alteration to the

public health risk management plan that is considered neces-

sary by the assessor and made by agreement with the supplier

or the water carrier, as the case may be, approve that plan.

"(5) If a drinking-water assessor does not approve a public health 25
risk management plan, the assessor must notify the drinking-
water supplier and give reasons for the non-approval.

"(6) Every drinking-water supplier must-
"(a) take all practicable steps to ensure that the supplier's

public health risk management plan is approved under 30
subsection (4) no later than 12 months after the date on

which this section begins to apply to the supplier:
"(b) start to implement a public health risk management plan

within 1 month after the date on which that risk man-

agement plan is approved under subsection (4). 35

"(7) This section does not apply to a drinking-water supplier who
supplies drinking water from a small drinking water supply or
a very small drinking water supply.
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"69ZA Medical Officer of Health may require preparation

and implementation of public health risk management

plan

"(1) Despite section 69*7), a Medical Officer of Health may, if he or
she considers it to be in the interests of public health to do so, 5
require a drinking-water supplier who supplies drinking water
from a small drinking-water supply or a very small drinking-
water supply, or a temporary drinking-water supplier, to pre-
pare and implement a public health risk management plan in
relation to that supplier' s drinking-water supply. 10

" (2) A public health risk management plan under subsection (1)
must-

"(a) identify the public health risks (if any) associated with
that drinking-water supply; and

"(b) identify critical points in that drinking-water supply; 15
and

"(c) identify mechanisms for-

"(i) preventing public health risks arising in that

drinking-water supply; and

"(ii) reducing and eliminating those risks if they do 20
arise; and

"(d) set out a timetable for managing the public health risks
that have been identified as being associated with that

drinking-water supply; and

" (e) comply with any additional requirements imposed by 25

the Director-General and notified to the supplier in
accordance with subsection (3), as to the content and

format of public health risk management plans.

"(3) If a Medical Officer of Health requires a supplier of the kind

referred to in subsection (1) to prepare and implement an 30

approved public health risk management plan, that require-
ment must-

"(a) be made by notice in writing; and

"(b) specify the date by which the supplier must prepare and
submit a draft plan to a drinking-water assessor for 35
approval; and

"(c) specify the date by which the supplier must implement
an approved plan.

"(4) The dates specified in accordance with subsection (3)(b) and (c)
must be reasonable. 40
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"(5) If a drinking-water supplier or temporary drinking-water sup-
plier receives a notice under this section, that supplier must
comply with that notice and the provisions of section 69*3) to

(6) apply with any necessary modifications.

"(6) A Medical Officer of Health may not make any requirement 5
under subsection (1) in respect of any drinking-water supply
unless-

"(a) the drinking-water supply is used by at least 25 people;
and

"(b) the persons who use the supply (other than the occupi- 10

ers of the property on which it is situated) have access

to it for more than 60 days in each year.

"69ZB Duration of plans

A public health risk management plan approved under section
69Z or section 69ZA remains in force- 15

"(a) for the period of time stated in the plan; or

"(b) if the period of time stated in the plan exceeds 4 years

from the date of completion or approval or if no period
is stated in the plan, until the date that is 4 years after the

date on which the plan is completed or approved or 20

most recently reviewed or approved, whichever occurs
later.

"69ZC Review and renewal of plans

"(1) Not later than 2 months before a public health risk manage-

ment plan approved under section 69Z or section 69ZA is due to 25

expire, the drinking-water supplier who prepared the plan
must-

"(a) review it, to assess whether it needs to be altered for any
reason or replaced with a new plan; and

"(b) submit the existing, revised, or new plan to a drinking- 30
water assessor under section 69*3).

"(2) The provisions of section 69*3) to (6) and section 69ZA apply in
respect of any existing, revised, or new plan submitted to a

drinking-water assessor under section 69Z(3), in accordance
with this section. 35

"(3) This section does not apply in respect of any person who, as at
the date when the relevant public health risk management plan
expires, has ceased to be-

"(a) a drinking-water supplier; or
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"(b) a drinking-water supplier of a kind who is required to
prepare and implement a public health risk management
plan; or

"(c) in the case of a temporary drinking-water supplier who

was required to prepare and implement a public health 5
risk management plan, a temporary drinking-water
supplier.

"69ZD Duty to keep records and make them available

"(1) Every drinking-water supplier and every other person who is
required to prepare a public health risk management plan 10
under section 69Z or section 69ZA must keep records that contain
sufficient information to enable a drinking-water assessor to
ascertain whether or not that drinking-water supplier or other
person is complying with the requirements of-
"(a) this Part; and 15

"(b) the drinking-water standards; and
"(c) that drinking-water supplier's or other person's public

health risk management plan.

"(2) Without limiting subsection (1), in the case of a drinking-water
supplier, the records kept must include details of- 20
"(a) the steps taken to prevent contamination of the raw

water used by that drinking-water supplier; and
"(b) the steps taken to maintain the quality of that raw water

and to protect its source or sources; and
"(c) the source or sources from which the raw water used by 25

the drinking-water supplier to supply drinking water is
obtained; and

"(d) the treatment of that drinking water; and

"(e) any risk analysis, or asset management or emergency
management plans undertaken or devised by the sup- 30
plier to assist the supplier to comply with the supplier's
duties under this Part; and

"(f) the steps taken by the drinking-water supplier to protect
that drinking water from pollution after it has been
treated or assessed as not in need of treatment, and 35

before it is supplied to the point of supply; and
"(g) the monitoring of that drinking water; and
"(h) any complaints received in relation to that drinking

water, and the actions taken in relation to those

complaints. 40
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"(3) Without limiting subsection (1), in the case of a drinking-water

supplier who is a water carrier, the records kept must
include-

"(a) details of the steps taken by that water carrier to protect

the raw water carried by that carrier from contamination 5

and the drinking water transported by that water carrier

from pollution before or during transportation; and

"(b) details of the monitoring of that raw water or drinking
water; and

"(c) details of any complaints received in relation to that raw 10

water or drinking water, and the actions taken in rela-

tion to those complaints; and

"(d) the keeping in each vehicle, vessel, or rail wagon used

to transport water of all the information required to be

kept by regulations made under this Act. 15

"(4) Records kept under this section must be made available, on

request, to a drinking-water assessor, a designated officer, or
the Director-General.

"69ZE Duty to investigate complaints
Every drinking-water supplier who receives a complaint about 20

the quality (including the wholesomeness) of the drinking
water supplied by that supplier, or, as the case may require,

transported by that supplier in the supplier' s capacity as a

water carrier, must investigate that complaint and,-

"(a) if the complaint relates to the wholesomeness of the 25
drinking water, take all practicable steps to improve the

wholesomeness of that drinking water; or

"(b) if the complaint relates to a failure to meet the drinking-
water standards, take the appropriate remedial action
specified in section 69ZF. 30

"69ZF Duty to take remedial action if drinking-water
standards breached

Every drinking-water supplier who becomes aware that the

drinking water supplied by that supplier, or, as the case

requires, transported by that supplier in the supplier's capacity 35

as a water carrier, is not meeting the drinking-water standards
must-

"(a) take the appropriate remedial action set out in the drink-
ing-water standards to correct the problem; or
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"(b) if no remedial action is set out in the drinking-water
standards, take all practicable steps to correct the
problem.

"69ZG Duty to provide reasonable assistance to drinking-

water assessors, designated officers, and Medical 5
Officers of Health

"(1) Every drinking-water supplier must, at all reasonable times,
provide--

"(a) the means required by a drinking-water assessor for an
entry, inspection, examination, or inquiry, or to enable 10
the exercise of any other power set out in section 69ZP;
and

"(b) the means required by a designated officer for an entry,

inspection, examination, or inquiry, or to enable the
exercise of any other power set out in section 69ZP, or 15
any other power conferred by this Part; and

./

ic) reasonable assistance to a Medical Officer of Health to

enable that officer to exercise of any power set out in
section 69ZJ.

"(2) Every temporary drinking-water supplier must, at all reasona- 20
ble times, provide reasonable assistance to a Medical Officer
of Health for the exercise of any power set out in section 69ZJ.

'69ZH Duty to provide information to territorial authority
"(1) This section applies to a drinking-water supplier who con-

siders that the connection of additional residential properties 25

to that supplier's drinking-water supply may compromise the
supplier' s ability to provide an adequate supply of drinking
water to any property.

"(2) If this section applies, the drinking-water supplier must notify
each territorial authority in which the affected properties are 30
located either-

"(a) that the supplier will not connect any further residential
properties to the supplier' s drinking-water supply; or

"(b) that any further residential properties that are connected
to the supplier's drinking-water supply will be subject 35
to conditions limiting the amount of water to be
supplied.
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"(3) A drinking-water supplier who has notified a territorial autho-
rity under subsection (2) may withdraw that notice at any time if
the circumstances described in subsection (1) no longer exist.

"(4) A drinking-water supplier who has notified a territorial autho-

rity under subsection (2)(a) may refuse to connect further resi- 5

dential properties to that supplier' s drinking-water supply
after the date of that notice.

"(5) A drinking-water supplier who has notified a territorial autho-
rity under subsection (2)(b) may impose conditions limiting the

amount of drinking water supplied to any further residential 10
properties that are connected to that supplier' s drinking-water

supply after the date of that notice.

"(6) No condition may be imposed under subsection (5) limiting the
amount of drinking water to be supplied to a residential prop-

erty to such an extent that there is no adequate supply (as 15

defi ned in section 696) to that property.

"69ZI Temporary supplier to notify Medical Officer of Health

of source and quality of raw water

"(1) Every temporary drinking-water supplier must advise the

Medical Officer of Health, in writing, of- 20

"(a) each source of raw water to be used by that supplier to

supply drinking water; and
"(b) the quality of the raw water taken from that source.

"(2) The advice referred to in subsection (1) must be given-

"(a) as early as practicable before the supplier begins to 25
supply drinking water from raw water taken from the
source; or

"(b) as soon as practicable after the supplier has begun sup-

plying drinking water that was raw water taken from the

source if, due to an unforeseen event, it is necessary, as 30

a matter of urgency, to supply drinking water that was
raw water taken from the source.

'69ZJ Powers of Medical Officer of Health relating to

temporary drinking-water suppliers

"(1) A Medical Officer of Health may, by notice in writing, impose 35
reasonable requirements on a temporary drinking-water sup-
plier to monitor the drinking water supplied by that supplier.
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"(2) A Medical Officer of Health may, by notice in writing, pro-
hibit a temporary drinking-water supplier from supplying
drinking water from a particular source.

"(3) A temporary drinking-water supplier must comply with a
notice issued to that supplier under subsection (1) or subsection 5
(2).

Drinking-water assessors and designated offlcers

"69ZK Director-General may appoint drinking-water
assessors

"(1) The Director-General may appoint 1 or more persons or agen- 10
cies as drinking-water assessors on any terms and conditions
that the Director-General considers appropriate (including,
without limitation, terms enabling the Director-General to
suspend or revoke the appointment in any specified
circumstances). 15

6'

(2) Before appointing a person or agency as a drinking-water
assessor, the Director-General must be satisfied that the per-
son or agency--

" (a) has the experience, technical competence, and other
qualifications to undertake the functions of a drinking- 20
water assessor; and

"(b) is accredited to internationally accepted standards for
inspection bodies to perform the functions specified in
section 69ZL; and

"(c) has in place effective arrangements to avoid or manage 25
any conflicts of interest that may arise.

"(3) A drinking-water assessor that is an agency carries out the
functions of a drinking-water assessor through those of its
employees and contractors who are accredited in the manner
referred to in subsection (2)(b), and those employees and con- 30
tractors have all the powers of a drinking-water assessor.

.

(4) No person appointed by the Director-General under subsection
(1) to be a drinking-water assessor is, because of that appoint-

ment, employed in the public service for the purposes of the
State Sector Act 1988 or the Government Superannuation 35
Fund Act 1956.
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"69ZL Functions of drinking-water assessors
"(1) The functions of a drinking-water assessor are-

"(a) to assess the performance of drinking-water suppliers to
determine whether or not they are-
"(i) complying with the requirements of this Part; and 5

"(ii) complying with the requirements of the drinking-
water standards; and

"(iii) implementing their public health risk manage-
ment plans; and

"(b) to notify designated officers and drinking-water suppli- 10

ers of any non-compliance with those requirements; and
"(c) to ensure that records from which compliance, or non-

compliance, with those requirements may be ascer-
tained are provided to the Director-General; and

"(d) to provide information to the Director-General in rela- 15
tion to the compliance of drinking-water suppliers with
those requirements; and

"(e) to assess the competence of persons to analyse samples
of raw water or drinking water, to operate equipment
used to treat or monitor raw water or drinking water, or 20
to undertake any other task required to ensure compli-
ance with this Part, the drinking-water standards, or a
public health risk management plan; and

"(f) to authorise persons with sufficient competence to

undertake 1 or more of those tasks for the purposes of 25
ensuring compliance with this Part, the drinking-water
standards, and any public health risk management plan;
and

"(g) to verify the adequacy of, and, where appropriate,
approve public health risk management plans prepared 30
by drinking-water suppliers or other persons and to
certify the implementation of those plans; and

"(h) to check that complaints received by drinking-water
suppliers are recorded and responded to appropriately;
and 35

"(i) to provide to the Director-General information of a kind
specified by the Director-General that is obtained under
this Act; and

"(j) -to carry out

"(i) any other functions and duties conferred on 40
drinking-water assessors by this Part or any other
enactment; and
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"(ii) any other functions and duties, in relation to the

assessment of drinking water, that the Director-
General specifies by notice in writing signed by

the Director-General and given to the drinking-
water assessor. 5

"(2) A notice under subsection (1)(j)(ii) is not a regulation for the
purposes of the Regulations (Disallowance) Act 1989.

"69ZM Drinking-water assessors accountable to Director-
General for performance of functions

"(1) A drinking-water assessor is accountable to the Director- 10

General for the discharge of the assessor's statutory functions.

"(2) On the request of the Director-General, a drinking-water

assessor must give the Director-General reasonable access to

any records held by the assessor in connection with the
assessor' s functions under this Part, to enable the Director- 15

General to assess whether the assessor is properly discharging
those functions.

"69ZN Functions of designated officers
The functions of designated officers are-

"(a) to ensure that the provisions of this Part are complied 20

with, and in particular that-
"(i) any requirement imposed, or direction given, by a

drinking-water assessor under this Part is com-

plied with; and
"(ii) any compliance order issued by a Medical Officer 25

of Health under this Part is complied with:

"(b) to exercise, where appropriate, the powers conferred by
section 69ZO:

"(c) to investigate the commission of offences under this Part

and to bring proceedings in respect of those offences. 30

"69ZO Powers of designated officer
"(1) Despite any other enactment, a designated officer may exer-

cise 1 or more of the powers set out in subsection (2) if the
officer-

"(a) believes, on reasonable grounds, that there is a serious 35
risk to public health arising from the drinking water
supplied to those people, or from a lack of drinking
water available to those people; and
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"(b) complies with subsection (3) and subsection (4) (if
applicable).

"(2) The powers referred to in subsection (1) are to-

"(a) take immediate action, or to require any person to take
immediate action, to prevent, reduce, or eliminate any 5
risk to public health arising from a drinking-water
supply:

"(b) require any drinking-water supplier to stop supplying
drinking water that has not been treated to make it
potable: 10

"(c) require all persons within a specific area to use an

alternative drinking-water supply:
"(d) for the purpose of protecting the public, publish state-

ments relating to the serious risk of harm to health or
safety. 15

"(3) The exercise of any power referred to in subsection (2) that
would otherwise involve the contravention of any of sections
9,12,13,14, or 15 of the Resource Management Act 1991 is

not a contravention of any of those sections if, before the
exercise of the power, the designated officer- 20
"(a) consults with the relevant consent authority and takes

account of any views expressed by the authority about
the way in which the power is to be exercised; and

"(b) obtains the consent of the Director-General to the exer-

cise of the power. 25

"(4) Every person who is required by a designated officer, under
this section, to take any action, or not to take any action, must
comply with that requirement.

"(5) A requirement imposed under this section ceases to have
effect at the expiry of 72 hours after it is imposed unless, 30
before the expiry of that period, the Minister-
64 /

Ca) is satisfied that the requirement ought to continue in
effect; and

"(b) has declared a drinking-water emergency under section
69ZZA in relation to the risk of harm that was the reason 35

for imposing that requirement.
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"69ZP Powers of drinking-water assessors and designated
officers

( 1) For the purpose of performing any function as a drinking-
water assessor or designated officer, a drinking-water assessor
or designated officer may- 5
64 /

Ca) enter any land, building, vehicle, vessel, or rail wagon
that is owned, occupied, or used by any drinking-water
supplier, or any land that is a catchment for a source of
water used by a drinking-water supplier, at any reasona-
ble time, for the purpose of exercising any of the pow- 10
ers set out in this section; and

"(b) inspect, at all reasonable times, all records and docu-
ments of every description in the possession or control
of a drinking-water supplier that are required to be kept
under section 69ZD, and make copies of, or take extracts 15
from, those records and documents; and

"(c) require a drinking-water supplier to supply any infor-
mation or answer any question relating to that drinking-
water supplier's-

"(i) compliance with this Part; and 20
"(ii) compliance with the drinking-water standards;

and

"(iii) implementation of that drinking-water supplier's
public health risk management plan; and

"(d) require, by notice in writing, any person who has pos- 25
session or control of information, records, or documents

of the kind described in paragraphs (b) and (c) to supply to
the drinking-water assessor or the designated officer, in
a manner specified in the notice, all or any of that
information, or all or any of those records or docu- 30
ments; and

66 /

Ce) conduct any inspections, surveys, inquiries, tests, and
measurements in relation to raw water taken by a drink-
ing-water supplier or drinking water supplied by a
drinking-water supplier or any source of water used by 35
a drinking-water supplier that are reasonably necessary,
and do all things that are reasonably necessary to enable
those inspections, surveys, inquiries, tests, and mea-
surements to be carried out (including the marking or
photographing of any thing or article); and 40
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"(f) direct any drinking-water supplier to conduct any
inspections, surveys, inquiries, tests, and measurements
that are reasonably necessary; and

"(g) take samples of any raw water or drinking water and of
any substance or organism that the drinking-water 5
assessor has reasonable cause to suspect is a contami-
nant of that raw water or pollutant of drinking water, as
the case requires; and

"(h) take whatever steps he or she thinks fit to verify the
competence of persons who have performed, or are 10
performing, tests and analyses of raw water or drinking
water if those tests have not been or are not being
performed by a laboratory recognised by the Director-
General under section 69ZY; and

"(i) provide information obtained from drinking-water sup- 15
pliers under this Part to the Director-General.

"(2) For the purposes of this section reasonable time means-
"(a) during the hours of daylight; or
"(b) at any time,-

"(i) with the agreement of the drinking-water sup- 20
plier; or

"(ii) if the drinking-water assessor or designated
officer believes that there is an emergency.

"(3) This section and section 69ZQ do not limit the powers exercisa-
ble by a designated officer under the other Parts of this Act or 25
any other enactment.

"69ZQ Ancillary powers

"(1) When entering land, buildings, vehicles, vessels, or rail wag-
ons under section 69ZP or in accordance with a warrant issued

under section 69ZS, a drinking-water assessor or designated 30
officer may-

"(a) be accompanied and assisted by any other person; and

"(b) take on to the land or into the building, vehicle, vessel,
or rail wagon, any appliances, machinery, and equip-
ment reasonably necessary to carry out the drinking- 35
water assessor's functions or the designated officer's
functions, as the case may be.

"(2) Any person who accompanies or assists a drinking-water
assessor or designated officer under this section may act only
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under the supervision or in accordance with the instructions of
the assessor or officer.

"69ZR Restrictions on exercise of powers
"(1) Despite section 69ZP a drinking-water assessor or designated
officer- 5

"(a) must not exercise any power conferred by section

69ZP(1)(a) unless the drinking-water assessor or desig-
nated officer has taken all practicable steps to obtain the
information sought from other sources (for example,
the relevant regional council); and 10

"(b) must not, in the case of a drinking-water assessor or
designated officer who is not a Medical Officer of

Health, exercise any power conferred by section 69ZP,
unless that assessor or officer has obtained the written

approval of a Medical Officer of Health; and 15

"(c) in a case where the assessor or officer proposes to

exercise the power conferred by section 69ZP to enter a
dwelling house, must not exercise that power unless he
or she has obtained a warrant under section 69ZS.

"(2) Despite section 69ZP, neither a drinking-water assessor nor a 20
designated officer may enter any land or building that is a
defence area (within the meaning of section 2(1) of the
Defence Act 1990) except in accordance with a written agree-
ment between the Director-General and the Chief of Defence

Force entered into for the purposes of this section and for the 25
time being in force.

"(3) Nothing in section 69ZP limits any enactment that imposes a
prohibition or restriction on the availability of any
information.

"(4) No person may be required, on examination or inquiry under 30
section 69ZP, to give any answer or information tending to
incriminate that person, and each person from whom an

answer or information is sought must be informed of that right
before the power to demand that answer or information is
exercised. 35

"(5) Nothing in this section, or in section 69ZP, limits section 128.

"69ZS Requirement for a warrant to enter dwelling house

"(1) A drinking-water assessor or designated officer may not exer-
cise the powers conferred by section 69ZP to enter a dwelling
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house unless that drinking-water assessor or designated
officer has obtained a search warrant in accordance with sub.

section (2).

"(2) Any District Court Judge or Justice of the Peace or Commu-

nity Magistrate or any Registrar who is satisfied, on applica- 5

tion in writing from a drinking-water assessor or designated

officer made on oath, that there are reasonable grounds for
believing that a drinking-water assessor or designated officer

needs to enter a dwelling house in order to exercise a power
under section 69ZP, may issue a search warrant in the prescribed 10
form.

"(3) Every search warrant must be directed either to a drinking-

water assessor or designated officer by name or to every

drinking-water assessor or designated officer, but in any of

those cases, the warrant may be executed by any drinking- 15

water assessor or designated officer.

"(4) On issuing a warrant, the Judge, Justice of the Peace, Commu-

nity Magistrate, or Registrar may impose any reasonable con-
ditions on its execution that he or she thinks fit.

"(5) Every warrant must, subject to any conditions imposed under 20

subsection (4), authorise the drinking-water assessor or desig-

nated officer who is executing it, and any person assisting that

drinking-water assessor or designated officer under section
69ZQ--

25la) to enter the dwelling on 1 occasion within 14 days after

the date of the issue of the warrant at any time that is

reasonable in the circumstances; and

"(b) to use any force, both for making entry (either by break-

ing open doors or otherwise) and for breaking open

anything on the premises or dwelling, that is reasonable 30
in the circumstances; and

"(c) to exercise any power conferred by section 69ZP.

"69ZT Standard conditions applying where warrant executed

"(1) Any drinking-water assessor or designated officer who exe-

cutes a search warrant must carry the warrant with him or her, 35

and must produce it for inspection-

"(a) on first entering the dwelling, to the person appearing to
be in charge of the dwelling; and
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"(b) whenever subsequently required to do so, at the dwell-

ing, by any other person appearing to be in charge of the
dwelling or any part of the dwelling.

"(2) If the occupier of the dwelling is not present at the time the

search warrant is executed, the drinking-water assessor or 5

designated officer must leave in a prominent place at the
dwelling a written statement of the time and date of the search,

and of the drinking-water assessor or designated officer's

name and the address of the office to which inquiries should
be made. 10

"69ZU Drinking-water assessors and designated officers must

produce identification

" ( 1) The Director-General must provide an identity card or other

means of identification to each drinking-water assessor and
each designated officer. 15

"(2) Whenever a drinking-water assessor or designated officer

exercises any power under this Part, that drinking-water

assessor or designated officer must, on request, produce the

identity card or other means of identification for inspection.

"(3) Whenever a drinking-water assessor or designated officer 20

enters any land, building, vehicle, vessel, or rail wagon under

section 69ZP, he or she must, on first entering and, if

requested, at any later time, produce to the person apparently

in charge, his or her identity card or other means of identifica-

tion, for inspection. 25

"(4) Whenever a drinking-water assessor or designated officer

enters any land, building, vehicle, vessel, or rail wagon under

section 69ZP and is unable, despite reasonable efforts, to find

any person apparently in charge, he or she must before leaving

that place leave a written notice stating- 30

"(a) his or her identity; and

"(b) an address where he or she may be contacted; and

"(c) the date and time of entry; and

"(d) his or her reasons for entering.

"(5) A person or agency who ceases to be a drinking-water 35

assessor or designated officer must, as soon as possible, return
the identity card or other means of identification to the Direc-
tor-General.
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"69ZV Inventory of things seized to be provided

If any thing is seized by a drinking-water assessor or desig-
nated officer under section 69ZP or a person accompanying that
officer the drinking-water assessor or designated officer must
leave in a prominent location at the place, or send to the 5
occupier within 10 working days after the search, a written
inventory of all things seized.

"69ZW Review of decisions of drinking-water assessors
"(1) A drinking-water supplier may request a review by the Direc-

tor-General of any of the following decisions by a drinking- 10
water assessor:

"(a) a finding, assessment, or recommendation in relation to
the compliance of that drinking-water supplier with the
requirements of this Part, that drinking-water supplier's
public health risk management plan, or the drinking- 15
water standards; or

"(b) a refusal to approve that drinking-water supplier's
public health risk management plan, or to certify its
implementation.

"(2) Any request for a review made under this section must be 20
forwarded to the Director-General within 28 working days
after the date when the decision of the drinking-water assessor
is made known to the drinking-water supplier.

"(3) The Director-General may, after seeking any advice that he or
she considers necessary, confirm, vary, or reverse the decision 25
of the drinking-water assessor.

"69ZX Register of drinking-water assessors

"( 1) The Director-General must maintain a register of agencies
who have been appointed as drinking-water assessors.

"(2) The following particulars must be recorded in the register in 30
respect of every agency registered as a drinking-water
assessor:

"(a) the agency's name and business contact details; and
"(b) the date and term of the agency's appointment; and
"(c) any conditions on the agency's appointment; and 35
"(d) any other particulars that may be required by or under

this Part or regulations made under section 69ZZY.
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"(3) The register may also include any other information relevant
to an agency' s appointment as a drinking-water assessor that

the Director-General considers appropriate.

"Recognised laboratories

"69ZY Director-General may recognise laboratories 5
"(1) The Director-General may recognise 1 or more laboratories to

conduct tests and analyses of raw water and drinking water for
the purposes of--

"(a) this Part; and

"(b) the drinking-water standards. 10

"(2) The Director-General must not recognise a laboratory under

subsection (1) unless that laboratory-
'"(a) is registered under the Testing Laboratory Registration

Act 1972; and

"(b) complies with any criteria for the recognition of labora- 15

tories that are specified in regulations made under
section 69ZZY(c).

"(3) A laboratory may be recognised on whatever terms and condi-

tions the Director-General considers appropriate (including,

without limitation, terms enabling the Director-General to 20

suspend or withdraw recognition in any specified
circumstances).

"(4) The Director-General must maintain a register of recognised
laboratories.

"(5) The following particulars must be recorded in the register in 25

respect of every recognised laboratory:

"(a) the name and business details of the person or agency

that operates the laboratory:

"(b) the date of the laboratory's recognition:

"(c) any conditions relating to the recognition of the 30

laboratory:

" (d) any other particulars that may be required by or under

this Part or regulations made under section 69ZZY.

"69ZZ Compliance tests must be carried out by recognised
laboratory 35

"(1) If, under this Part or the drinking-water standards, a drinking-
water supplier, or a drinking-water assessor is required to
obtain an analysis of, or to perform a test on, raw water or
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drinking water, that analysis or test must be performed at a
laboratory that has been recognised under section 69ZY
unless-

"(a) it is not reasonably practicable to do so; and

"(b) the Director-General has approved, in writing, the alter- 5

native procedures that are to be used to analyse or test
the raw water or drinking water.

"(2) A copy of the results of any analysis or test referred to in
subsection (1) that indicate any non-compliance with this Part
or the drinking-water standards must be forwarded to the 10
Director-General by the operator of the laboratory or the per-

son who performs the analysis or test as soon as practicable

after the test or analysis is conducted.

" Emergency powers

"69ZZA Minister may declare drinking-water emergency 15

"(1) If the Minister believes, on reasonable grounds, that there is a

serious risk of harm to the health or safety of any people

arising from the drinking water supplied to those people, or

from a lack of drinking water available to those people, the

Minister may declare a drinking-water emergency in relation 20
to-

"(a)

"(b)

"(2)

"(3)

"(4)

a drinking-water supply; or

all drinking-water supplies within an area specified in
the declaration.

A drinking-water emergency declaration must specify- 25

"(a) the nature of the emergency; and

"(b) the purpose of the declaration; and

"(c) the geographical area, or specific drinking-water sup-

plies, to which the declaration relates; and
"(d) the period of time during which the declaration remains 30

in force.

The Minister may amend a drinking-water emergency
declaration.

As soon as possible after making or amending a drinking-

water emergency declaration, the Minister must- 35

"(a) give a copy of the declaration or amended declaration to
every affected drinking-water supplier; and

"(b) publish a copy of the declaration or amended
declaration-
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"(i) in the Gazette; and

"(ii) in a daily newspaper circulating
area.

Part I cl 7

iii the affected

"69ZZB Maximum duration of drinking-water emergency
declaration 5

No drinking-water emergency declaration may remain in
force for longer than 28 days unless regulations are made

under section 69ZZY(d) extending the period of the drinking-
water emergency.

"69ZZC Drinking-water emergency may be declared or 10
continued even if other emergency declared

"(1) A drinking-water emergency-
"(a) may be declared even if an emergency has been

declared under another enactment:

"(b) remains in force in accordance with section 69ZZB, even if 15

an emergency has been declared under another
enactment.

"(2) Despite subsection (1), if an emergency is declared under the
Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002 or the Haz-
ardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996, unless the 20

Director-General directs otherwise, any designated officer is,
when exercising any powers conferred by section 69ZZD, subject
to the direction of-

"(a) in the case of an emergency declared under the Civil

Defence Emergency Management Act 2002, the Con- 25
troller (within the meaning of section 4 of the Civil
Defence Emergency Management Act 2002); or

"(b) in the case of an emergency declared under the Hazard-

ous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996, the rele-

vant office-holder who appointed the enforcement 30
officer who declared the emergency.

"69ZZD Special powers of designated officer during drinking-

water emergency

"(1) If a drinking-water emergency in relation to drinking water
has been declared, a designated officer may exercise all or any 35
of the emergency powers given by subsection (2) for the pur-
pose of preventing, reducing, or eliminating the risk of harm
to people arising from the drinking water supplied to them.
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The emergency powers are to-

"(a) take immediate action, or require any person to take
immediate action, to prevent, reduce, or eliminate any

risk to public health arising from a drinking-water
supply: 5

"(b) require any drinking-water supplier to stop supplying,
or, as the case requires, transporting drinking water that

is not potable:

"(c) require all persons within a specified area to use an

alternative drinking-water supply: 10

"(d) require emergency work to be done to provide an alter-

native supply of drinking water, and to recover the
reasonable costs of that work from-

"(i) any 1 or more drinking-water suppliers specified
in the drinking-water emergency declaration; or 15

"(ii) any 1 or more drinking-water suppliers within the

geographical area specified in the drinking-water

emergency declaration:

"(e) forbid the discharge of any substance or organism that

might contaminate or pollute a source of drinking water 20
or a drinking-water supply system:

"(f) require any place, building, vehicle, vessel, rail wagon,

or thing to be isolated, quarantined, or disinfected, or

any thing to be relocated or secured:

"(g) close any public place, or any part of a public place, that 25

does not have an adequate supply of safe drinking
water:

"(h) cancel any public event, function, or gathering at any

place that does not have an adequate supply of drinking
water: 30

"(i) require any person to leave any place, or not to enter

any place, in the vicinity of the emergency:
"(j) require any person to stop any activity that, in the desig-

nated officer' s opinion, may be contributing to the

drinking-water emergency: 35

"(k) grant to any drinking-water supplier or other person a
conditional or unconditional exemption from the duty

to comply with all or any of the provisions of this Part or
the drinking-water standards during the period of the

drinking-water emergency: 40
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"(1) take any other action reasonably necessary to control,
reduce, or avoid the risk of harm to people arising from
the drinking water supplied to them.

"(3) Every person who is required by a designated officer, under
subsection (2), to take any action, or not to take any action, 5
must comply with that requirement.

"(4) If a designated officer decides to recover costs from a drink-

ing-water supplier under subsection (2)(d), that drinking-water
supplier may appeal to the District Court against that decision.

"(5) If a drinking-water supplier appeals, under subsection (4), 10
against a decision to recover costs from that drinking-water
supplier, the Court must inquire into the circumstances of the
emergency work and must determine-
" (a) whether any costs are to be recovered from that drink-

ing-water supplier; and 15
"(b) the amount of the costs (if any) to be recovered.

"69ZZE Compensation for property requisitioned or
destroyed

"(1) Reasonable compensation is payable for any loss or destruc-
tion of property if a designated officer, or any person acting at 20

a designated officer' s request made under section 69ZZD,-

"(a) requisitions any property from any person for use in a
drinking-water emergency; or

"(b) destroys any property in order to prevent, remedy, or
mitigate any risk to public health from a drinking-water 25

supply.

"(2) Reasonable compensation under subsection (1) is payable, on
written application by any person having an interest in the
property, by the Director-General or out of money appropri-
ated by Parliament for the purpose. 30

"(3) Compensation is not payable under this section to any person
who caused or contributed substantially to the emergency that
brought about the requisition or destruction.

"(4) The Director-General may-
"(a) require a drinking-water supplier who has caused or 35

contributed substantially to an emergency to reimburse

the Crown for all or part of any compensation paid on
behalf of the Crown under this section in relation to that

ernergency:
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"(b) require 1 or more territorial authorities whose district or

districts were affected by that emergency to reimburse

the Crown for any shortfall between the amount of
compensation paid under this section and the amount of
any reimbursement received under paragraph (a). 5

"(5) If there is any dispute as to the entitlement of any person to
compensation under this section, or as to the amount of that

compensation, or as to the liability of the Crown to pay com-

pensation, or as to the liability of any person to reimburse the
Crown under subsection (4), the matter must be determined by a 10

court of competent jurisdiction.

"69ZZF Actions taken under emergency powers may be

exempted from requirements of Part 3 of Resource
Management Act 1991

"(1) If any action under section 69ZO or section 69ZZD would be in 15

breach of the provisions of Part 3 of the Resource Manage-
ment Act 1991, the Minister may exempt the action taken

from the provisions of Part 3 of the Resource Management

Act 1991 for up to 28 days.

"(2) Before making a decision under subsection (1), the Minister- 20
"(a) must consult with the relevant consent authority (to the

extent that is possible in the circumstances); and

"(b) may consult with any other persons that the Minister
considers appropriate.

"(3) A failure to comply with the provisions of subsection (2) does 25

not affect the validity of any exemption given under this
section.

"(4) Despite subsection (1), if. during any period while an exemption

by the Minister is in force, a consent authority refuses to issue

a resource consent in respect of the action which is the subject 30
of the exemption, the exemption, if not expiring earlier,

expires at the close of 5 working days after the date of the
decision of the consent authority unless-

"(a) regulations continuing the exemption are made under
subsection (5); or 35

"(b) any appeal is lodged against the decision of the consent

authority, in which case the exemption expires on the
determination of the appeal or at the time specified by
the Court that determines the appeal.
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"(5) If any action has been exempted from Part 3 of the Resource
Management Act 1991 under subsection (1) and the Minister

considers that it is necessary to continue the action beyond the
duration of the exemption in order to prevent, reduce, or
eliminate the risk of harm to people arising from the drinking- 5
water supplied to them,-

"(a) the Minister may recommend that regulations be made

continuing the exemption; and

"(b) the Governor-General may, by Order in Council, make
regulations for that purpose. 10

"(6) Regulations made under this section-
"(a) come into force on the date of their notification in the

Gazette or at the time specified in the regulations,
whichever is the later; and

"(b) continue in force until revoked or until a date not later 15

than the day 2 years after the regulations came into
force, on which date the regulations expire and are
deemed to have been revoked.

"69ZZG Effect of exemption

If an exemption is granted under section 69ZZF, the provisions 20
of Part 3 of the Resource Management Act 1991 do not apply
to the actions taken under section 69ZO or section 69ZZD to which

the exemption relates while the exemption remains in force.

"

Compliance orders

"69ZZH Medical Officer of Health may issue compliance 25
order

"(1) A Medical Officer of Health may serve a compliance order on

any drinking-water supplier or temporary drinking-water
supplier-

"(a) requiring that person to stop, or prohibiting that person 30

from starting, anything done or to be done by, or on
behalf of, that person that the Medical Officer of Health
believes, on reasonable grounds,-

"(i) contravenes, or is likely to contravene, this Part;
or 35

"(ii) will or may create a risk to public health arising
from that person's drinking-water supply; or
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"(b) requiring that person to do something that the Medical
Officer of Health believes, on reasonable grounds, is
necessary to-

"(i) ensure compliance by, or on behalf of, that per-
son with this Part; or 5

"(ii) prevent, remedy, or mitigate any risk to public

health arising from that person' s drinking-water
supply.

A compliance order may be made subject to conditions.

A compliance order may specify the time within which com- 10
pliance must be achieved.

"69ZZI Compliance with compliance order

"(1) A drinking-water supplier or temporary drinking-water sup-
plier on whom a compliance order is served must-
"(a) comply with the order within the period specified in it; 15

and

"(b) unless the order directs otherwise, pay all the costs and
expenses of complying with it.

"(2) This section is subject to the rights of appeal in section 69ZZK.

"69ZZJ Form and content of compliance order 20
Every compliance order must state-
"(a) the name of the drinking-water supplier or temporary

drinking-water supplier to whom it is addressed; and
"(b) the reasons for the order; and

"(c) the action required to be taken, stopped, or not taken; 25
and

"(d) the period within which the action must be taken or
stopped, being a reasonable period within which to take
the action required or to stop the action; and

"(e) the consequences of not complying with the order or 30
lodging a notice of appeal; and

"(f) the rights of appeal under section 69ZZK; and
"(g) the name and office address of the Medical Officer of

Health who issued the order.

"69ZZK Appeals 35

"( 1) Any drinking-water supplier or temporary drinking-water
supplier on whom a compliance order is served may appeal to
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the District Court in accordance with subsection (2) against the

whole or any part of that order.

"(2) A notice of an appeal must-

"(a) state the reasons for the appeal and the relief sought;
and 5

"(b) be lodged with the District Court and served on the
Medical Officer of Health who issued the order.

"(3) An appeal against a compliance order does not operate as a
stay of that order unless a stay is granted by the District Court
under section 69ZZL. 10

"69ZZL Stay of compliance order pending appeal
66 (1) Any drinking-water supplier or temporary drinking-water

supplier who appeals under section 69ZZK may also apply to a

District Court Judge for a stay of the compliance order pend-
ing a decision on the appeal. 15

"(2) An application for a stay must-
./

la) state the reasons why the drinking-water supplier or
temporary drinking-water supplier considers it unrea-
sonable to comply with the compliance order; and

"(b) state the likely effect on the people who will drink the 20
drinking water supplied or transported by the drinking-
water supplier or temporary drinking-water supplier if
the stay is granted; and

"(c) state the likely effect on the drinking-water supplier or

temporary drinking-water supplier or, if relevant, their 25
drinking-water supply, if the stay is not granted; and

"(d) be lodged with the District Court and served immedi-
ately on the Medical Officer of Health who issued the
order.

"(3) If a drinking-water supplier or temporary drinking-water sup- 30
plier applies for a stay, a District Court Judge must consider
the application for a stay as soon as practicable after the
application has been lodged.

"(4) Before granting a stay, the District Court Judge must
consider- 35

" (a) the likely effect of granting a stay on the people who
will drink the drinking water supplied or transported by
that drinking-water supplier or temporary drinking-
water supplier, if the stay is granted; and
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"(b) whether it is unreasonable for the drinking-water sup-
plier or temporary drinking-water supplier to comply
with the compliance order pending the decision on the
appeal; and

"(c) any other matters that the Judge considers appropriate. 5

"(5) The District Court Judge may grant or refuse a stay and, if the
Judge grants a stay, may impose any terms and conditions on
that stay that the Judge considers appropriate.

"(6) Any drinking-water supplier or temporary drinking-water
supplier to whom a stay is granted must serve a copy of it on 10
the Medical Officer of Health who issued the order.

"(7) A stay does not have effect until it is served in accordance
with subsection (6).

"69ZZM Variation and cancellation of compliance order
"( 1) If a Medical Officer of Health considers that a compliance 15

order is no longer required, he or she may cancel the compli-
ance order.

"(2) The Medical Officer of Health must give written notice of his
or her decision to cancel a compliance order to the drinking-
water supplier or temporary drinking-water supplier who is 20
subject to that compliance order.

"(3) Any person who is directly affected by a compliance order
may apply in writing to the Medical Officer of Health to
change or cancel the compliance order.

"(4) The Medical Officer of Health- 25

"(a) must, as soon as practicable, consider the application,
having regard to-

"(i) the purpose for which the compliance order was
issued; and

"(ii) the effect of a change or cancellation on that 30
purpose; and

"(iii) any other matter that the Medical Officer of
Health considers appropriate; and

"(b) may confirm, change, or cancel the compliance order.

"(5) The Medical Officer of Health must give written notice of his 35

or her decision to the person who applied under subsection (3)
for a change or cancellation of the compliance order.
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"69ZZN Appeals against decision on change or cancellation of

compliance order

"(1) If the Medical Officer of Health, after considering an applica-

tion made under section 69ZZM(3) by a person who is directly
affected by a compliance order, confirms that compliance 5
order or changes it in a way other than that sought by that
person, that person may appeal to the District Court in accor-

dance with section 69ZZK against the whole or any part of the
cornpliance order.

"(2) No person who lodges an appeal under subsection (1) may apply 10
for, or be granted, a stay of the compliance order pending a
decision on that appeal.

" Contamination of water supplies and sources

"69ZZO Contamination of raw water or pollution of water

supply 15

(1) Every person commits an offence who does any act likely to

contaminate any raw water or pollute any drinking water,
knowing that the act is likely to contaminate or pollute that

water, or being reckless as to the consequences of that act.

"(2) Every person who commits an offence under subsection (1) is 20

liable on conviction on indictment to imprisonment for a term

not exceeding 5 years, or to a fine not exceeding $200,000, or
both.

"69ZZP Local authority may be required to warn users of
self-supplied building water supplies about 25
contamination

"(1) A Medical Officer of Health who believes that a source of

water for a drinking-water supply is contaminated in a way
that affects or is likely to affect self-supplied building water

supplies provided from that source may issue a notice to the 30

local authority responsible for the area to which water is

supplied from that source.

"(2) A local authority that receives a notice under subsection (1)
must-

(a) ensure that an assessment is made as to whether drink- 35

ing water that is not potable has been or is being sup-
plied to a self-supplied building water supply from the
source specified in the notice; and
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"(b) if that assessment so requires, take all practicable
steps-

"(i) -to warn users of that supply

"(A) that drinking water must not be used for
domestic use and food preparation; or 5

"(B) that drinking water may only be used for
domestic use and food preparation if cer-
tain steps are first taken (eg, boiling the
water); and

"(ii) to exercise any other power or take any action to 10
remedy the situation.

&,Offences

"69ZZQ Offence to supply or transport water if not
registered

"(1) Every drinking-water supplier commits an offence who sup- 15
plies water for more than 60 days while not registered under
section 69K.

"(2) Every drinking-water supplier who is a water carrier commits
an offence if the water carrier-

"(a) transports raw water or drinking water for more than 60 20

days in any 12-month period while not registered under
section 69K; or

"(b) exports raw water or drinking water while not regis-
tered under section 69K.

"(3) Every person who commits an offence against subsection (1) 0, 25
(2) is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding
$10,000 and, if the offence is a continuing one, to a further
fine not exceeding $1,000 for every day or part of a day during
which the offence continues.

"69ZZR Offences against sections in this Part 30

"(1) Every person commits an offence who contravenes, or permits
a contravention of, any of the following:
"(a) section 69U (duty to protect source of drinking water):
"(b) section 69V (duty to take all practicable steps to comply

with drinking-water standards): 35
"(c) section 69Y (duty to monitor drinking water):
"(d) section 69Z (duty to prepare and implement public

health risk management plan):
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"(e) section 69ZA(4) (duty of certain drinking-water suppliers

or temporary drinking-water suppliers to prepare and

implement a public health risk management plan if
required to do so):

"(f) section 69ZF (duty to take remedial action if drinking- 5

water standards breached):

"(g) section 69ZZD(3) (duty to comply with requirements of a

designated officer acting under emergency powers).

"(2) Every person commits an offence who contravenes, or permits
a contravention of, any of the following: 10
"(a) section 69ZD (duty to keep records and make them

available):

"(b) section 69ZG (duty to provide reasonable assistance to
drinking-water assessors, designated officers, and Med-
ical Officers of Health): 15

"(c) section 69ZZI (compliance with compliance order).

"(3) Every person commits an offence who contravenes, or permits
a contravention of, any of the following:

"(a) section 69K (applications for registration):

"(b) section 69L (renewal of registration by water carriers): 20
"(c) section 69M (duty to update details on register):

"(d) section 695 (duty of networked suppliers in relation to
provision of drinking water):

"(e) section 69T (duties where risk to water is actual or
foreseeable): 25

"(f) section 69X (duty to test new water sources):

"(g) section 69ZI (duty to notify Medical Officer of Health of
source and quality of raw water).

"(4) Every person commits an offence who, without reasonable
excuse, takes any water from a fire hydrant, unless- 30

"(a) that person is a firefighter (as defined in section 2 of the
Fire Service Act 1975); or

"(b) that person is a member of a volunteer fire brigade (as
defined in section 2 of the Fire Service Act 1975); or

"(c) that person takes the water for the purposes of firefight- 35
ing; or

"(d) that person-

"(i) has the written approval of the drinking-water
supplier who supplies water to the hydrant; and

"(ii) has been assessed by that drinking-water supplier 40
as being competent to take water from that
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hydrant in a way that does not endanger the
networked system of which the hydrant forms a
part or the water in that system.

"69ZZS Strict liability and defence to offences

"(1) In any prosecution for an offence under section 69ZZQ or section 5
69ZZR, it is not necessary to prove that the defendant intended
to commit the offence.

"(2) It is a defence to prosecution for an offence under section 69ZZQ
or section 69ZZR if the defendant proves-
"(a) that the defendant did not intend to commit the offence; 10

and

"(b) that the defendant took all practicable steps to prevent
the commission of the offence.

"69ZZT Offences involving deception

"(1) Every person commits an offence who, with intent to 15
deceive,-

"(a) makes any false or misleading statement or any material
omission in any communication, record, or return for
the purpose of this Part or the drinking-water standards;
or 20

"(b) destroys, cancels, conceals, alters, obliterates, or fails to
provide, any document, record, return, or information
that is required to be kept or communicated under this
Part or under the drinking-water standards; or

"(c) falsifies, removes, suppresses, or tampers with any sam- 25
ples, test procedures, test results, or evidence taken by a

drinking-water assessor in the exercise of that drinking-
water assessor's functions or powers under this Part; or

"(d) falsifies, removes, suppresses, or tampers with any sam-
ples, test procedures, or test results taken under, or for 30
the purposes of,-

"(i) the drinking-water standards; or
"(ii) a drinking-water supplier's public health risk

management programme.

"(2) Every person who commits an offence against subsection (1) is 35
liable to the penalty set out in section 69ZZV(1).
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"69ZZU Time for laying information

Despite section 14 of the Summary Proceedings Act 1957, an
information in respect of an offence under this Part may be laid

by any person at any time within 3 years of the time when the
matter of the information arose. 5

"69ZZV Penalties

"(1) Every person who commits an offence against section 69ZZR(1)
or section 69ZZT is liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding $200,000 and, if the offence is a continuing one, to
a further fine not exceeding $10,000 for every day or part of a 10
day during which the offence continues.

" (2) Every person who commits an offence against section 69ZZR(2)
is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding
$10,000 and, if the offence is a continuing one, to a further
fine not exceeding $1,000 for every day or part of a day during 15
which the offence continues.

..

(3) Every person who commits an offence against section 69ZZR(3)
or (4) is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding
$5,000.

"(4) The continued existence of any thing, or the intermittent repe- 20
tition of any action, that constitutes an offence under section
69ZZR is a continuing offence for the purposes of this section.

"69ZZW Additional penalty for certain offences for
commercial gain

"(1) If a person is convicted of an offence against section 69ZZR or 25
section 69ZZT, the Court may, if it is satisfied that the offence
was committed in the course of producing a commercial gain,
and in addition to any penalty that the Court may impose
under section 69ZZV, order that person to pay an amount not
exceeding- 30
"(a) 3 times the value of any commercial gain resulting from

the commission of the offence; or

"(b) if the person is a body corporate, and the value of any
gain cannot be readily ascertained, 10% of the turnover
of the body corporate and all of its interconnected 35
bodies corporate (if any).

"(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), the value of any gain (if
readily ascertainable) must be assessed by the Court, and any
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amount ordered to be paid under subsection(1)(a) or (b) is recov-
erable in the same manner as a fine.

"(3) In this section, interconnected and turnover have the same

meaning as in the Commerce Act 1986.

"69ZZX Liability of principal for acts of agents 5
"(1) If an offence is committed against this Part by any person

(person A) acting as the agent (including any contractor) or
employee of another person (person B), person B is, without
prejudice to the liability of person A, liable under this Part in
the same manner and to the same extent as if he, she, or it had 10

personally committed the offence.

"(2) Despite subsection (1), if any proceedings are brought under
that subsection, it is a good defence if the defendant proves,-
"(a) in the case of a natural person (including a partner in a

firm), that- 15
"(i) he or she did not know, and could not reasonably

be expected to have known, that the offence was

to be or was being committed; or
"(ii) he or she took all practicable steps to prevent the

commission of the offence; or 20

"(b) in the case of a body corporate, that-
"(i) neither the directors nor any person concerned in

the management of the body corporate knew, or
could reasonably be expected to have known, that
the offence was to be or was being committed; or 25

"(ii) the body corporate took all practicable steps to
prevent the commission of the offence; and

"(c) in all cases, that the defendant took all practicable steps
to remedy any effects of the act or omission giving rise
to the offence. 30

"(3) If any body corporate is convicted of an offence against this
Part, every director and every person concerned in the man-

agement of the body corporate is also guilty of that offence if
it is proved-

"(a) that the act that constituted the offence took place with 35
his or her authority, permission, or consent; and

"(b) that he or she knew, or could reasonably be expected to

have known, that the offence was to be or was being
committed and failed to take all practicable steps to
prevent or stop it. 40
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"69ZZY Regulations
The Governor-General may, from time to time, by Order in

Council, make regulations for all or any of the following

purposes: 5

"(a) prescribing the quantity of drinking water, or a formula

for determining the quantity of drinking water, that is an

adequate supply to a property for the purposes of this
Part:

"(b) regulating the carriage of raw water, drinking water, or 10
both-

"(i) in trucks or other vehicles:

"(ii) by rail:

"(iii) in ships or other vessels:
15(c) requiring the Director-General to issue guidelines to

facilitate compliance with the requirements of section
69U, and requiring the Director-General to follow any

specified process before issuing those guidelines:
"(d) prescribing criteria, in addition to the criteria set out in

section 69ZY(2), for the recognition of laboratories: 20

"(e) extending the period, up to a maximum of 2 years,
during which a drinking-water emergency declaration
under section 69ZZA remains in force:

"(f) prescribing specifications for metal and other materials
that may be used for pipes, valves, taps, or other fittings 25
susceptible to corrosion that come into contact with raw

water or drinking water prior to the point of supply:

"(g) regulating the nature of substances permitted to come

into contact with raw water or drinking water prior to

the point of supply: 30

"(h) prescribing required competencies and other require-

ments in relation to the management, operation, and

maintenance of drinking-water supply systems or com-

ponents of those systems, or any of those matters:
"(i) prescribing the form of warrant to be issued under 35

section 69ZS:

"(j) providing for any other matters contemplated by this

Part, necessary for its administration, or necessary for

giving it full effect.
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"69ZZZ Protecting water supplies from risk of back-llow
"(1) This section applies if the approved public health risk man-

agement plan of a networked supplier indicates that there is a
need to protect the networked system from risks of pollution
caused by water and other substances on properties connected 5
to the networked system.

"(2) A networked supplier may,-

"(a) if the supplier considers it desirable or necessary,-
"(i) install a back-flow prevention system in the net-

work on the side of the point of supply for which 10
the supplier is responsible for maintaining; or

"(ii) allow the owner of property to which water is
supplied to install a back-flow prevention system
that incorporates a verifiable monitoring system
(being a monitoring system approved by both the 15

supplier and a drinking-water assessor):

"(b) require the owner of the property in respect of which the
back-flow prevention system operates or the person
who is required (whether under the Local Government

Act 2002 or any contract) to pay for drinking water 20

supplied to that property,-

"(i) if paragraph (a)(i) applies, to reimburse the supplier
for the cost of that system (including the cost of
installation, testing, and on-going maintenance);
and 25

"(ii) if paragraph (a)(i) or (ii) applies, to repair or modify

any back-flow prevention system that, in the
opinion of the supplier, is not functioning
adequately.

"69ZZZA Keeping, inspection, and copying of registers 30
"(1) Any register that is required to be kept under this Pa,t may be

kept in any manner that the Director-General considers appro-
priate, including, either wholly or partly, by means of a device
or facility that-
"(a) records or stores information electronically or by other 35

means; and

"(b) permits the information so recorded to be readily

inspected or reproduced in usable form; and
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"(c) permits the information in the register to be accessed by

electronic means, including (without limitation) by
means of remote logon access.

"(2) The Director-General must keep any register that is required
to be kept under this Part open for public inspection- 5
"(a) on the Ministry's website in an electronic form that is

publicly accessible; and

"(b) during ordinary office hours, at-

"(i) the head office of the Ministry; or
"(ii) an office of the Ministry for the time being speci- 10

fied for the purposes of this subsection by notice

published in the Gazette.

"(3) The Director-General must supply to any person a copy of all

or part of any register that is required to be kept under this Part,

on request, and on payment of a reasonable charge for the 15

production of the copy.

'69ZZZB Director-General must publish annual report

"(1) The Director-General must prepare and publish a report on

drinking water, at least once in each 12-month period.

"(2) A report under subsection (1) must include information about- 20

"(a) the quality of drinking water supplied by each drinking-

water supplier (other than very small drinking-water

suppliers) including whether that drinking water is

potable; and

"(b) the compliance or non-compliance of those drinking- 25

water suppliers with this Part and the drinking-water
standards.

"(3) The Director-General must ensure that copies of the most

recent report are available-

"(a) on the Ministry's website in an electronic form that is 30

publicly accessible; and

"(b) for inspection by members of the public free of charge
during ordinary office hours at the head office of the
Ministry; and

"(c) for purchase by members of the public at a reasonable 35

pri ce.

"69ZZZC Statements by Director-General
The Director-General may, for the purpose of protecting the
public, publish statements relating to any drinking-water
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emergency, or to the performance or non-performance of any
duty imposed on any person by or under this Part.

"69ZZZD Protection of persons performing or exercising

functions, duties, or powers under this Part
"(1) No specified person who does or omits to do any act in 5

connection with the performance or exercise of a function or

power under this Part is under any civil or criminal liability in

respect of that act or omission, unless the act or omission was
done in bad faith or without reasonable care.

"(2) Every statement, notice, warning, or declaration, issued under 10

this Part, is protected by qualified privilege.

"(3) In this section, a specified person is-

"(a) the Director-General:

"(b) a drinking-water assessor:

"(c) a designated officer: 15

"(d) a local authority (other than when acting in its capacity

as a drinking-water supplier).

69ZZZE Relationship between this Part and other
enactments

This Part does not apply to any water- 20
./

Ca) supplied for food preparation use that is regulated under
the Food Act 1981; or

"(b) that is subject to regulations or specifications made or
issued under the Animal Products Act 1999 or the Wine

Act 2003." 25

8 Protection of persons acting under authority of Act

Section 129 is amended by adding the following subsection:

"(6) This section does not apply in respect of any person who does
or omits to do any act in connection with the performance or

exercise of a function or power under Part 2A." 30

9 New sections 137A to 137H inserted

The following sections are inserted after section 137:

"137A Incorporation of material by reference into regulations
and compliance documents

"(1) The following material may be incorporated by reference into 35

any regulations, standards, or other compliance documents
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(instruments) made or issued under the provisions of this Act
(other than Part 4A):

"(a) standards, requirements, or recommended practices of

national or international organisations:
"(b) any other written material that, in the opinion of the 5

Minister or, as appropriate, the Director-General, is too
large or is impractical to include in, or print as part of,
the instruments concerned.

(2) Material may be incorporated by reference in an instrument-
"(a) in whole or in part; and 10
"(b) with modifications, additions, or variations specified in

the instrument.

"(3) The incorporated material-
"(a) is the material as it exists at the time that the instrument

is made or issued; and 15

"(b) forms part of the instrument for all purposes and has
legal effect accordingly.

"137B Effect of amendments to, or replacement of, material
incorporated by reference
An amendment to, or replacement of, material incorporated 20
by reference in the principal Act or in an instrument has legal
effect as part of the instrument only if-
"(a) the amendment or replacement material is made by the

person or organisation originating the incorporated
material; and 25

"(b) the amendment or replacement material is of the same
general character as the material amended or replaced;
and

"(c) either,-

"(i) in the case of material incorporated in the princi- 30
pal Act or in regulations, regulations are made
that state that the particular amendment or
replacement has that effect; or

"(ii) in the case of material incorporated in a compli-
ance document, the Director-General, by notice 35
in the Gazette, adopts the amendment or
replacement.
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" 137C Proof of material incorporated by reference
"(1) A copy of material incorporated by reference in this Act or in

an instrument, including any amendment to, or replacement
of, the material (material), must be-
66 /

la) certified as a correct copy of the material by the Minis- 5
ter or, as appropriate, the Director-General; and

"(b) retained by the Minister or, as appropriate, the Director-
General.

"(2) The production in proceedings of a certified copy of the
material is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, suffi- 10
cient evidence of the incorporation in the instrument of the
material.

"137D Effect of expiry of material incorporated by reference

Material incorporated by reference in this Act or an instru-
ment that expires or that is revoked or that ceases to have 15
effect ceases to have legal effect as part of the Act or the
instrument only if the Minister or, as appropriate, the Direc-
tor-General, by notice in the Gazette, states that the material

ceases to have legal effect.

"137E Requirement to consult 20
"(1) This section applies if-

"(a) the Minister proposes to make a recommendation for-
"(i) regulations to be made under this Act that incor-

porate material by reference; or

"(ii) regulations under section 1378(c)(i) that state that 25
an amendment to, or replacement of, material

incorporated by reference in regulations has legal
effect as part of the regulations; or

" (b) the Director-General proposes to-
"(i) issue a standard or other compliance document 30

that incorporates material by reference; or
"(ii) publish, under section 1378(c)(ii), a notice in the

Gazette that adopts an amendment to, or replace-
ment of, material incorporated by reference in a

standard or other compliance document. 35

"(2) Before doing any of the things referred to in subsection (1), the
Minister or, as the case may be, the Director-General must-
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"(a) make copies of the material proposed to be incorporated
by reference or the proposed amendment to, or replace-

ment of, material incorporated by reference (proposed

material) available for inspection during working

hours for a reasonable period, free of charge, at the 5

Ministry's office in Wellington; and

"(b) make copies of the proposed material available for
purchase at a reasonable price at the Ministry's office in

Wellington; and

(c) give notice in the Gazette stating that- 10

"(i) the proposed material is available for inspection
during working hours, free of charge, the place at

which it can be inspected, and the period during

which it can be inspected; and

"(ii) copies of the proposed material can be purchased 15
and the place at which they can be purchased.

"(d) allow a reasonable opportunity for persons to comment

on the proposal to incorporate the proposed material by
reference; and

"(e) consider any comments they make. 20

"(3) Before doing any of the things referred to in subsection (1), the

Minister or, as the case may be, the Director-General-

la) may make copies of the proposed material available in

any other way that he or she considers appropriate in the

circumstances (for example, on an Internet website); 25
and

"(b) must, if paragraph (a) applies, give notice in the Gazette

stating that the proposed material is available in other

ways and the details of where or how it can be accessed
or obtained. 30

"(4) The reference in subsections (2) and (3) to the proposed material
includes, if the material is not in an official New Zealand

language, an accurate translation in an official New Zealand

language or the material.

"(5) A failure to comply with this section does not invalidate an 35
instrument that incorporates material by reference.

"137F Access to material incorporated by reference

"(1) The Director-General-
64 /

Ca) must make the material referred to in subsection (2)

(material) available for inspection during working 40
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hours free of charge at the Ministry's office in Welling-
ton; and

"(b) must make copies of the material available for purchase
at a reasonable price at all of the Ministry's offices; and

"(c) may make copies of the material available in any other 5
way that the Director-General considers appropriate in
the circumstances (for example, on an Internet web-
site); and

"(d) must give notice in the Gazette stating that-

"(i) the material is incorporated in an instrument and 10
the date on which the instrument was made; and

"(ii) the material is available for inspection during
working hours, free of charge, at the Ministry's
office in Wellington and the location of that
office; and 15

"(iii) copies of the material can be purchased at all of
the Ministry's offices and the location of those
offices; and

"(iv) if copies of the material are made available under
paragraph (c), the material is available in other 20

ways and the details of where or how it can be
accessed or obtained.

"(2) The material is-

"(a) material incorporated by reference in this Act or in an
instrument: 25

"(b) any amendment to, or replacement of, that material that
is incorporated in the instrument or the material referred
to in parag,aph (a) with the amendments or replacement
material incorporated:

"(c) if the material referred to in paragraph (a) or paragraph (b) is 30

not in an official New Zealand language, as well as the
material itself, an accurate translation in an official New

Zealand language of the material.

"(3) A failure to comply with this section does not invalidate an
instrument that incorporates material by reference. 35

"137G Acts and Regulations Publication Act 1989 not

applicable to material incorporated by reference
The Acts and Regulations Publication Act 1989 does not
apply to material incorporated by reference in this Act or in an
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instrument or to an amendment to, or replacement of, that
material.

"137H Application of Regulations (Disallowance) Act 1989 to

material incorporated by reference

Nothing in section 4 of the Regulations (Disallowance) Act 5
1989 requires material that is incorporated by reference in this
Act or in an instrument made or issued under this Act to be

laid before the House of Representatives."

10 Existing drinking-water register continues

Every person who is entered on the Ministry' s register of 10
community drinking-water suppliers in New Zealand immedi-
ately before the commencement of this section is deemed to
be registered as a drinking-water supplier under section 69K of
the principal Act (as inserted by section 7 of this Act).

11 Existing register of recognised laboratories continues 15
Every laboratory that is entered on the Ministry's register of
recognised laboratories immediately before the commence-
ment of this section is deemed to be registered as a recognised
laboratory under section 69ZY(4) of the principal Act (as inserted
by section 7 of this Act). 20

12 Existing register of accredited drinking-water assessors
continues

Every person or agency who is entered on the Ministry's
register of accredited drinking-water assessors immediately
before the commencement of this section is deemed to be 25

registered as an accredited drinking-water assessor under

section 69ZX of the principal Act (as inserted by section 7 of
this Act).

13 Existing standards deemed to be issued

(1) The Drinking-water Standards for New Zealand 2005, pub- 30

lished in September 2005 by the Ministry of Health, are
deemed to have been issued in accordance with Part 2A of the

principal Act (as inserted by section 7 of this Act).

(2) However,-
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(a) subject to subparagraph (b) any guidelines referred to and

incorporated in those standards do not impose any obli-
gation on any person to comply with those guidelines;
but

(b) those parts of the standards identified as guideline 5
values for aesthetic determinands for avoiding adverse
aesthetic effects in drinking water must be taken into
account when assessing whether the requirements of
section 69W have been complied with.

Part 2 10

Amendments to other enactments

Amendments to Local Government Act 2002

14 Power to restrict water supply
Section 193 of the Local Government Act 2002 is amended by
adding the following subsection: 15

"(3) Restriction of the water supply under subsection (1) is subject to
section 69S of the Health Act 1956."

15 Section 194 repealed
Section 194 of the Local Government Act 2002 is repealed.

Amendment to Local Government Official Information and 20
Meetings Act 1987

16 Land information memorandum

Section 44A(2) of the Local Government Official Information
and Meetings Act 1987 is amended by inserting the following
paragraphs after paragraph (b): 25

"(ba) any information that has been notified to the territorial
authority by a drinking-water supplier under section 69ZH
of the Health Act 1956:

"(bc) information on-

"(i) whether the land is supplied with drinking water 30
and if so, whether the supplier is the owner of the
land or a networked supplier:

"(ii) if the land is supplied with drinking water by a
networked supplier, any conditions that are appli-

cable to that supply: 35
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"(iii) if the land is supplied with water by the owner of
the land, any information the territorial authority

has about the supply".

Consequential amendments and revocation

17 Consequential amendments 5

The enactments specified in the Schedule are amended in the

manner specified in that schedule.

18 Revocation

The Water Supplies Protection Regulations 1961 (SR
1961/86) are revoked. 10
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Schedule

Consequential amendments

Part 1

Acts amended

Ombudsmen Act 1975 (1975 No 9)

Part 2 of Schedule 1: Insert, in its appropriate alphabetical order, the
item "Drinking-water assessors appointed under section 69ZK of the
Health Act 1956".

Summary Proceedings Act 1957 (1957 No 87) 10

Part 2 of Schedule 1: Insert after the item relating to section 247 of
the Harbours Act 1950:

Health Act 1956

72

69ZZR( 1) and

69ZZT

Offences against sections in Part 2A
and offences involving deception

Part 2 15

Regulations amended

Health and Safety in Employment Regulations 1995

(SR 1995/167)

Regulation 2: Repeal the definition of wholesome and substitute:
"wholesome, in relation to water, means complying with the 20

drinking-water standards issued or adopted under section 690
of the Health Act 1956".

Wellington. New Zealand: Puhlished under the authority of the
New Zealand Government-2006 3459V1 5
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